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OUR NEXT ISSUE DATED SEPTEMBER WILL
BE PUBLISHED ON AUGUST 18
TV'S AND SPARES TO THE TRADE
MONOCHROME TELEVISIONS

BBC 2 Dual Standard TV's (19", 23") in batches of 10 – £2.00 each. (makes include Bush, Thorn, Philips, Pye/Ekco, Baird). Many with transistorised tuners.

GEC 2000, Thorn 950 series, Bush 141, Philips Style 70, Baird 600 and 700 series all at £6.00 each.

Thorn 1400, Bush 160/170 series, Philips 210, Pye-Ekco Olympic etc., Baird 673, Push Button – all at £12.50 each.


1. Discounts for quantities.
2. All monochrome spares supplied free of charge.
3. All tubes guaranteed.
4. All cabinets very good.
5. All sets "walk and talk".
6. All sets guaranteed complete inside and out.
7. Delivery and VAT extra.

Portable TV 16" Thorn UHF – £15.00 working
- £12.50 untested

COLOUR TELEVISIONS

Colour T.V.'s 19" and 25".
Makes include Thorn 2000, Bush CTV25, Decca CTV 19/25", Pye-Ekco, Baird 700 and 710 series, Philips G6, GEC 2028.

All sets guaranteed complete inside and out – Cabinets first class and tubes guaranteed – From £65.00 each.

20", 22" Colour Televisions are always available in varying quantities – please telephone for availability and cost.

Please Note:
1. We deliver anywhere by our own transport.
2. All goods are blanket wrapped in our vans.
3. All orders with half deposit, balance on delivery after inspection.
4. Cheques most welcome.
5. Any quantity supplied.
6. We do not sell rubbish, and we stand by our guarantees.
7. We aim to please.
8. All spares supplied free of charge (Mono only).

N.B. Special arrangements for delivery to North and South Ireland and world-wide exports orders welcomed.

TEST BENCH FACILITIES ALWAYS AVAILABLE

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS

Large quantities of stereograms – fridges – deep freezers – Hoovermatics, radios etc., – always at hand – prices on request.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>COLOUR</th>
<th>MONO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scan Coils</td>
<td>All dual standard £5.00+£1.00 post &amp; packing</td>
<td>All makes £2.00 inclusive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valves</td>
<td>All colour valves 40p each plus 5p post and packing per valve.</td>
<td>All mono valves 10p each plus 2p each post and packing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tubes</td>
<td>19&quot; – £15.00 [22&quot;, £22.00] [25&quot;, £20.00]</td>
<td>19&quot; – £3.00 [20&quot;, £4.50] [23&quot;, £4.00] [24&quot;, £6.00]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post, insurance, packing £5.00</td>
<td>Post, insurance, packing £3.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabinets</td>
<td>19&quot; – £12.00 [22&quot;, £16.00] [25&quot;, £14.00]</td>
<td>All cabinets – £5.00 including post, packing and insurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post, insurance, packing £5.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOPT's</td>
<td>All dual standard colour £5.50 plus £1.00 post, packing. All makes available.</td>
<td>All dual standard mono £2.50 plus £1.00 post, packing. All makes available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panels</td>
<td>IF, Decoder and Convergence – frame output for all dual standard models from £7.50+£1.50 post, packing. All models available.</td>
<td>IF, Line timebase £3.00 plus £1.00 post, packing. All dual standard models in stock.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slot meters</td>
<td>10p meters – £1.50 each including postage and packing.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speakers</td>
<td>6&quot; x 4&quot; 5&quot; Round 8&quot; x 2&quot; 30p each plus 10p postage and packing.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PLEASE ALLOW 2 WEEKS DELIVERY. S.A.E. PLEASE FOR ENQUIRIES. ALL STOCK EX-EQUIPMENT.

BARCLAYCARD, ACCESS & PROVIDENT WELCOME
MAIL ORDER SERVICES

Black/White Televisions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19&quot;</td>
<td>£9.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23&quot;</td>
<td>£12.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20&quot;</td>
<td>£20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24&quot;</td>
<td>£24.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Working - £9.00
Untested - but guaranteed complete with good tubes

Postage packing and insurance £3.50 each.
Prices include V.A.T.

N.B. All tubes guaranteed

19" - £4.00
23" - £5.00
20" - £13.00
24" - £19.00

Colour Televisions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19&quot;</td>
<td>£85.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22&quot;</td>
<td>£70.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25&quot;</td>
<td>£130.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Working - £80.00
Untested but guaranteed complete with good tubes

Postage packing and insurance £9.00 each.
Prices include V.A.T.

22" - £70.00
25" - £130.00

20" - £20.00
22" - £15.00
25" - £95.00

N.B. All tubes guaranteed

Postage packing and insurance £3.50 each.
Prices include V.A.T.

23" - £12.50
22" - £9.00
25" - £50.00

Portables BBC 16" Televisions (Monochrome) - Working

£19.50

Postage packing and insurance £3.00.
Prices include V.A.T.

MAIL ORDER SPARES

Special Offer - Brand new spares

BRC 2000 panels, video, convergence, and regulator - only £12.50 + £1.50 postage and packing.

Bush CTV 25 Line timebase-tower unit including LOPT and valves Mk. I and II - only £18.00 + £3.00 postage and packing.

BRC single standard colour 4 button tuners colour and mono - £7.50 + £1.00 postage and packing.

UHF Varti-cap tuner units - £6.50 + £1.00 postage and packing.

YHF Varti-cap tuner units - £7.50 + £1.00 postage and packing.

Pye-Eko CTV Tripler units - £6.25 + £0.75p postage and packing.

Philips G8 Tripler units - £7.50 + £1.00 postage and packing.

EX-EQUIPMENT

Colour Tuners
All dual standard colour push button - rotary and integrated models in stock at £4.50 + £1.00 postage and packing.

Mono Tuners
All VHF tuners available at £2.00 + £1.00 postage and packing.

All UHF tuners for dual standard models in stock. Push button - £3.50 + £1.00 postage and packing.

Rotary - £2.50 + £1.00 postage and packing.

Integrated (UHF & VHF) £4.50 + £1.00 postage and packing.

Comprehensive list of capacitors, resistors etc., too numerous to mention. Prices on request.

HOOVER WASHERS

HOOVEROMATIC 3174 £35.00
3444 £37.00
65 £34.00
3334 £37.00
3301L £39.00
3304 £39.00

All Hoovermatics are supplied with brand new formica working tops.

All machines are stripped and stove enameled as a matter of course.

All washers are supplied with a plastic bag on delivery, and for £1.00 extra per machine a complete cardboard jacket can be supplied to suit your individual requirements for packaging and transport.

Individual orders can be despatched by BRS at an additional cost of £7.00 which includes postage, packaging and insurance.

Delivery can be effected to any part of the country within two to three weeks and special delivery arrangements are available for Northern Ireland (once per month), Scotland, London, Wales, West Country and East Anglia (once per fortnight).

All goods may be inspected at the above premises any time and special arrangements can be made for dealers to travel up to Harrogate on Sunday if necessary when we will make ourselves available to your requirements.

We will be happy to quote you a price and specification against any other washing machines you require of any make.

It may be of interest to you to note that in fifteen years of trading we, ourselves, have never satisfactorily found a company who would consistently maintain a high standard of reconditioned machines and vacuums. We then decided some months ago that the only way was to do our own, and I think you will find that the standard is continually high, with first-class service offered.

GUARANTEE

We guarantee all our items against faulty workmanship but as in all houses things occasionally are bound to go wrong. As there has to be a measure of integrity between customer and client we would hope that you yourselves would replace at your own expense little things like broken belts and hoses etc., but we ourselves will without equivocation replace free of charge any machine with a major fault. All items are guaranteed for six months.

Please note prices of Hoover Mark 3 and Mark 3A are subject to such vagrancies in the trade that it is impossible to give a firm price. We could, however, quote you against your individual requirements when these machines are available.

Other models supplied - prices on request.

Specification supplied on request.

HOOVER VACUUM CLEANERS

119 £16.50
1334 £19.00
1334 £19.00

All Hoovermatics are supplied with brand new formica working tops.

All machines are stripped and stove enameled as a matter of course.

All washers are supplied with a plastic bag on delivery, and for £1.00 extra per machine a complete cardboard jacket can be supplied to suit your individual requirements for packaging and transport.

Individual orders can be despatched by BRS at an additional cost of £7.00 which includes postage, packaging and insurance.

Delivery can be effected to any part of the country within two to three weeks and special delivery arrangements are available for Northern Ireland (once per month), Scotland, London, Wales, West Country and East Anglia (once per fortnight).

All goods may be inspected at the above premises any time and special arrangements can be made for dealers to travel up to Harrogate on Sunday if necessary when we will make ourselves available to your requirements.

We will be happy to quote you a price and specification against any other washing machines you require of any make.

It may be of interest to you to note that in fifteen years of trading we, ourselves, have never satisfactorily found a company who would consistently maintain a high standard of reconditioned machines and vacuums. We then decided some months ago that the only way was to do our own, and I think you will find that the standard is continually high, with first-class service offered.

GUARANTEE

We guarantee all our items against faulty workmanship but as in all houses things occasionally are bound to go wrong. As there has to be a measure of integrity between customer and client we would hope that you yourselves would replace at your own expense little things like broken belts and hoses etc., but we ourselves will without equivocation replace free of charge any machine with a major fault. All items are guaranteed for six months.

Please note prices of Hoover Mark 3 and Mark 3A are subject to such vagrancies in the trade that it is impossible to give a firm price. We could, however, quote you against your individual requirements when these machines are available.

Other models supplied - prices on request.

Specification supplied on request.

HOOVER WASHERS

HOOVEROMATIC 3174 £35.00
3444 £37.00
65 £34.00
3334 £37.00
3301L £39.00
3304 £39.00

All Hoovermatics are supplied with brand new formica working tops.

All machines are stripped and stove enameled as a matter of course.

All washers are supplied with a plastic bag on delivery, and for £1.00 extra per machine a complete cardboard jacket can be supplied to suit your individual requirements for packaging and transport.

Individual orders can be despatched by BRS at an additional cost of £7.00 which includes postage, packaging and insurance.

Delivery can be effected to any part of the country within two to three weeks and special delivery arrangements are available for Northern Ireland (once per month), Scotland, London, Wales, West Country and East Anglia (once per fortnight).

All goods may be inspected at the above premises any time and special arrangements can be made for dealers to travel up to Harrogate on Sunday if necessary when we will make ourselves available to your requirements.

We will be happy to quote you a price and specification against any other washing machines you require of any make.

It may be of interest to you to note that in fifteen years of trading we, ourselves, have never satisfactorily found a company who would consistently maintain a high standard of reconditioned machines and vacuums. We then decided some months ago that the only way was to do our own, and I think you will find that the standard is continually high, with first-class service offered.

GUARANTEE

We guarantee all our items against faulty workmanship but as in all houses things occasionally are bound to go wrong. As there has to be a measure of integrity between customer and client we would hope that you yourselves would replace at your own expense little things like broken belts and hoses etc., but we ourselves will without equivocation replace free of charge any machine with a major fault. All items are guaranteed for six months.

Please note prices of Hoover Mark 3 and Mark 3A are subject to such vagrancies in the trade that it is impossible to give a firm price. We could, however, quote you against your individual requirements when these machines are available.

Other models supplied - prices on request.

Specification supplied on request.

TRADING DISTRIBUTORS

5 COMMERCIAL STREET, HARROGATE, YORKSHIRE

Telephone: (STD 0423) 3498 and 62347
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when you want spares yesterday...

YOU NEED A FRIEND!

same-day despatch is as near as your telephone - try it!

Stockists of genuine manufacturers spares for Rank Bush Murphy...
CES ... Pye ... Philips ... Invicta ... Pam ... Ekco ... Ferranti
BRC ... Ferguson ... Ultra ... Marconi ... HMV ... Stockists of...
TELEPART SPARES for Decca ... KB ... GEC ... Sobell ...
Masteradio ... RGD etc. Line output transformers ... EHT rectifier trays
Scan coil assemblies ... Frame and sound outputs ... Dropper sections
Entertainment valves ... Transistors and integrated circuits ...
Components ... Cathode ray tubes ... Meters ... Test equipment ...

Stockists of genuine factories spares for R.C.E.S. Pye ... Philips ... Invicta ... Pam ... Ekco ... Ferranti
BRC ... Ferguson ... Ultra ... Marconi ... HMV ... Stockists of...
TELEPART SPARES for Decca ... KB ... GEC ... Sobell ...
Masteradio ... RGD etc. Line output transformers ... EHT rectifier trays
Scan coil assemblies ... Frame and sound outputs ... Dropper sections
Entertainment valves ... Transistors and integrated circuits ...
Components ... Cathode ray tubes ... Meters ... Test equipment ...

The specialists wholesaler for Service Engineers

4-5 THE BROADWAY - HANWELL LONDON W7 01-567 5400
74 MAXWELTON RD - PAISLEY RENFREW 041-887 4949
42 WEST END - STREET SOMERSET 045-84 2597

Ask for your free copy of our 68 page catalogue.

COLOUR 25 KV TRIPLERS

£1.70

REPLACEMENT TRIPLERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TS25, 11TAZ</td>
<td>£3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G8 TRIPLERS</td>
<td>£3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLOUR SCAN COIL</td>
<td>£3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I.C. SN76544N</td>
<td>£1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NU105 Transistors</td>
<td>50p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DECCA CS1730</td>
<td>£1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E.H.T. RECTIFIER STICKS X80/150D</td>
<td>10p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PYE TRANSISTOR TUNER UNITS VHF, UHF. No push button assembly</td>
<td>£1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILIPS UHF UNIT</td>
<td>£1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 OR 4 PUSH-BUTTON UHF TUNER UNIT</td>
<td>£3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PYE AERIAL ISOLATING CO-AX SOCKETS &amp; LEAD</td>
<td>30p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 MFD, 315 VVW Condensers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 MFD, 300 VVW, 470MFD 35 VVW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 MFD, 250 VVW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180 PF 8kv</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 + 100 MFD, 325 VVW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300 + 300 + 100 + 150, 350 V</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 + 200 + 100, 325 VVW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 + 100 + 50 + 100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300 + 200 + 100 MFD, 350 VVW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 + 200 + 100 MFD, 350 VVW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 W/V Resistor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300 Mixed Condensers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350 Mixed Resistors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 Mixed Pots</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Slider Pots</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLOUR T/V COMPONENTS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANUFACTURERS DISCARDED MATERIALS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VHF or UHF Varicap Tuners</td>
<td>£1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line o.p. Panels</td>
<td>£1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decoder Panels</td>
<td>£1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G8 Type Yoke</td>
<td>50p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame Panels</td>
<td>75p</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PLEASE ADD 25% V.A.T. TO ALL ORDERS

Money returned if not completely satisfied

SENDZ COMPONENTS

2 WOODGRANGE CLOSE
THORPE BAY, ESSEX

5% P.P. ON ALL ORDERS

Reg Office Only - No Personal Callers Please
EXPORT SCENARIO

Now that the referendum has come and gone, with a decisive vote in favour of commitment to Europe, it is very much the time for our radio and TV industry to be thinking increasingly in terms of exports – particularly since the home market is in such a depressed state and is likely to remain that way for some months. Fortunately there is evidence that this is indeed the way the industry is thinking, and there is no doubt now that the European market is the important one to go for – it’s rich, has a large population, and uses the same basic transmission standards.

A favourable trading balance has at last been achieved in one section of the TV market. During the first quarter of the year exports of 26in colour receivers reached £7.72 million while imports were down to £4.77 million. If that can be done, what else can be achieved? Colour TV exports for the first quarter of 1975 were in fact 424% higher than the equivalent quarter of 1974. This is a massive percentage increase, but as the starting point in real terms was so low it should be treated as just a beginning.

At the last BREMA annual meeting Fidelity Radio’s managing director Jack Dickman commented that the government does not take the industry seriously “because our export record is not very good – though our import record is excellent”! The figures above show that the situation is changing. To take some examples of what is happening, Rank Radio now has offshoots on the continent in France, West Germany, Belgium, Holland, Sweden and Denmark. GEC (Radio and Television) has formed a subsidiary company, GEC Fernseh und Phototechnik GmbH, Dusseldorf, to sell models tailored specially to the needs of the West German market. Thorn has been active on the continent for some time – the 4000 colour chassis for example is mainly an export model aimed at the requirements of continental markets. The company has moved large quantities of both colour and monochrome portable sets abroad and with its modern plant – the colour TV factory at Bradford is said to be the largest and most up to date in Europe – has every chance of seizing a substantial chunk of the market. Pye and Decca also have export models in production.

Inevitably something of a question mark hangs over the role which the multinationals will play in all this. After all, if Philips and ITT, the firms concerned, export to Europe they are simply competing with their own local companies and plants there. And there seems little doubt that ultimate control of these companies is very definitely exercised from abroad.

With the signs pointing in the right direction, the industry is more than ever justified in claiming that it is not receiving the encouragement it should from the government. We commented on this – in connection with VAT – last month. The point is that you cannot compete successfully if, due to a hammered home market, your plants are working way below capacity.

The economics of modern large-scale manufacturing mean that plant has to be operated at a high level of production if its costs are to be covered and a profit produced. It’s no answer to say that plant should be set up to cater mainly for export markets: one has only to think of Volkswagen to appreciate the dire consequences that can stem from this policy. A degree of stability in the home market is essential for profitable operations, without which there is no incentive to invest in modern plant. Successive governments over the last twenty years have offended in this respect, and many firms have gone under during these years through no fault of their own but simply because they have brought new capacity into operation just when the government of the day has decided to introduce a harsh economic squeeze. A government decision to clobber the industry takes a matter of days: financing, designing, building and bringing modern plant into production takes a matter of years.

It is high time the industry had a fair deal from the government now it has shown that it can contribute to the UK’s vital export effort.
TRADE SHOWS REPORT

The most significant technical aspect of this year's radio and TV trade shows was the increasing number of new models fitted with the various types of in-line gun, slotted shadowmask tubes now becoming available. The Japanese setmakers are going over to them fast, the Mitsubishi SSS (see our December 1974 issue, pages 68-9), Matsushita (National Panasonic) Quitrix, and Toshiba RIS tubes being featured in a number of their latest sets. This is not surprising really, since the Japanese setmakers tend to concentrate on the smaller screen sizes and it is at this end of the range of tube sizes that the initial production of in-line gun c.r.t.s is taking place. Amongst the UK setmakers, Thorn have now introduced models fitted with the PIL tube (9000 chassis). This chassis was first shown last year but has only recently gone into full production. Models fitted with it include the Ferguson 3722 and Marconiphone 4722. Nordmende also showed a 20in model fitted with the PIL tube and Korting have gone a stage further, with a complete range of models - 16, 20, 22 and 26in - featuring this tube. The Philips/Mullard 20AX tube has not been seen so far in sets produced on this side of the channel, though we understand that it is being used in a few new chassis now in production on the continent.

An interesting technical innovation is the various monitoring devices introduced by several continental setmakers to provide rapid fault diagnosis in particular chassis. The fault indication checkers produced by Grundig and Korting make use of light-emitting diodes to show up the presence of fault conditions: the failure of one or more of the i.e.d.s to light, or a substantial deviation from the normal intensity of illumination, indicates either an incorrect supply voltage or absence of signal at a particular point in the set. The Nordmende fault diagnosis checker consists of a meter which monitors critical voltages around the chassis. The testers mentioned so far connect to a special outlet socket on the chassis. A rather more complicated arrangement, but the electronic complexity of the latter approach is avoided. The switch movement is only about 5 in but the action is very positive. Models in the Pye, Ekco, GEC and ITT ranges use this new type of programme selector switch.

A number of new sets have been introduced by Pye - with equivalents in the wholesale Ekco range. The 22in Pye Model CT222/Ekco Model CT222 is fitted with a new chassis, the 725, which is derived from the 731 110° chassis: it uses the same signal and power supply panels, but since a 90° tube is used the line and field timebase and convergence panels are different. The field timebase panels can be interchanged however simply by altering the values of three components. These and several other new sets in the Pye/Ekco range are fitted with the programme selector mechanism mentioned in the previous paragraph. The Pye Group's chassis numbering is getting rather complex incidentally: it seems that a new chassis number is given with each change in the tuning arrangements - resulting in almost as many chassis numbers as models.

Philips have introduced three 26in 110° models (553, 554 and 555) fitted with their new G9 chassis. The chassis has been developed from the well known G8: it shares the same signal panel as the latest version of the G8, but incorporates Mullard Phase II 110° timebase/convergence/pincushion distortion correction circuitry (for a description of most of this see our October 1973 and November 1974 issues, pages 536-9 and 10-3 respectively).

A surprise was presented by Dynatron - a 26in colour set combined with a videocassette recorder, in a Queen Anne style walnut cabinet. Basically this unfortunate combination is in the Pye group's 110° colour chassis and the Philips VCR. The model is the Sandringham CTV25VCR and the recommended retail price is £1,672.41.

ITT announced that they will be reintroducing the name RGD as their wholesale brand. The number of times this venerable name - which started out as Radiogramophone Developments, remember? - has come and gone over the years leaves us somewhat agog.

Along with the sets fitted with their new colour chassis, the Thorn group were showing a new range of mains/battery monochrome portables. They were also demonstrating Ceefax/Oracle reception. The latest models from Alba continue to be fitted with Thorn chassis.

Nordmende demonstrated their Colourvision CCS system for the first time in the UK. This product employs an electronic film scanner to enable Super-8mm cine film cassettes to be viewed on a TV set - the signal is fed in via the aerial socket. No price has been decided so far for this equipment but it is expected to be close to that of a VCR.

All in all despite the difficult economic background it is clear that technical development in domestic TV is not standing still. We seem in fact to be at something of an interim stage, awaiting the final take-over of the colour market by in-line gun c.r.t.s as these are developed in all sizes and production is stepped up.

Pye's commercial training manager Don Pinchbeck has esti-
dicated that sales of colour TV sets in the UK this year will top 1.7 million, with sales of monochrome sets at three-quarters of a million. This would compare with 2.2m and 821,000 respectively in 1974 and 2.775m and 1.412m respectively in the record year of 1973. We shall see: contacts in the trade say that set disposals have virtually dried up following the April pre-VAT increase spending spree.

MORE RELAY STATIONS OPEN

The following relay transmitters are now in operation:

- Milburn Muir (Strathclyde) BBC-1 channel 39, ITV channel 42 (Scottish Television programmes), BBC-2 channel 52. Receiving aerial group B.
- Oakenhead (Lancashire) ITV channel 41 (Granada Television programmes), BBC-2 channel 44, BBC-1 channel 51. Receiving aerial group B.
- Peebles (Borders, Scotland) BBC-1 channel 22, ITV channel 25 (Border Television programmes), BBC-2 channel 28. Receiving aerial group A.
- Porth (Glamorgan) BBC-Wales channel 40, BBC-2 channel 46. Receiving aerial group B.
- Shatton Edge (Derbyshire) ITV channel 48 (Yorkshire Television programmes), BBC-1 channel 52, BBC-2 channel 58. Receiving aerial group C/D.
- Stroud (Gloucestershire) ITV channel 42 (HTV West programmes), BBC-2 channel 45, BBC-1 channel 48. Receiving aerial group B.

All these relay transmissions are vertically polarised.

THORN 4000 CHASSIS

Our brief note on the 4000 chassis when commenting (see June Teletopics) on the latest Thorn colour chassis contained an error which we hasten to correct. The fact is that in our rather hasty look at the circuit diagram the correction system we described as being driven by a line output transistor as a BU126, failing to observe that in fact there are separate line output (BU208 transistor) and e.h.t. generator (BU126 transistor) stages. Since the chassis employs yet another approach to line output/e.h.t. generation it is worth a close look. The system used is shown in simplified form in Fig. 1. The chassis is based around a 26in, 110° deflection delta-gamma shadowmask tube, and a toroidal scanning yoke is used. The line coils have an inductance of 1.25mH, a d.c. resistance of 1-7Ω and require approximately 6A peak-peak for full deflection at 25kV e.h.t. Since the pulse voltage between the line and field coils on the yoke must not exceed 700V, a balanced line output stage is used: the primary winding of the line output transformer T303 is split between the collector and emitter circuits of the line output transistor VT305 and in consequence instead of a 1.2kV flyback pulse a 600V positive pulse appears at VT305 collector and a 600V negative pulse appears at its emitter during the flyback period. The balanced arrangement also helps minimise electromagnetic radiation of the deflection assembly. The shift circuit produces a d.c. component which flows through the coils and can be varied to provide horizontal picture displacement.

A relatively simple (i.e. none of your diode modulators etc.) EW pincushion distortion correction system is used. Briefly, field frequency parabolic and sawtooth waveforms are mixed, amplified and applied to the base of VT306 which is in series with the line output stage, on the chassis side. VT306 is a power device housed, along with the convergence waveform shaping circuitry, in a hand-held unit which can be uncoupled from the side of the chassis frame to enable adjustments to be carried out from the front of the receiver. This, together with the fact that the function of each control is indicated pictorially, makes convergence adjustments a relatively simple matter. As this implies, static convergence adjustments are carried out electronically rather than by means of permanent magnets. Thick-film resistor bridge networks are used to adjust the static convergence control currents: two arms of each bridge consist of a specially designed thick-film potentiometer which has a low-

Fig. 1: Simplified circuit of the line output and e.h.t. generator stages used in the Thorn 4000 110° colour chassis. Both are driven from the same driver transformer T302, and being fed from a common resistor (R369) the width and e.h.t., also the height, track together. VT306 returns the line output stage to chassis and, being driven by a field frequency parabolic waveform, provides EW (side-to-side) pincushion distortion correction, i.e. it modulates the line output at field frequency. The width control (not shown) sets the bias applied to the d.c.-coupled EW amplifier. The voltage across C336 is fed via R352 to the e.h.t. regulation circuit which also regulates the width due to the voltage developed across the common feed resistor R369.
resistance, high-wattage rating at the track ends, tapering to a high-resistance, low-wattage section at the centre. With the slider at the centre the bridge is balanced and no current flows via the slider to the static convergence coil; as the slider is moved away from track centre increased current flows through the coil.

VIDEO DEVELOPMENTS

Two new videodisc systems were on show at the ninth Montreux International Television Symposium and Technical Exhibition (a report on this will appear in our next issue). The videodisc system shown by Bosch Fernseh is designed to give results equal to those obtained using a broadcast standard videotape recorder: the full 5MHz bandwidth signal is recorded on a rigid Perspex disc which is optically scanned by a laser beam. The other disc system was shown by Thomson-CSF. Apart from Teldec, which has now been released on the German market, there are now four videodisc systems under development - Philips, RCA, Bosch Fernseh and Thomson-CSF. These latter four all use a laser to scan the disc.

A new videocassette system, which is already being produced and sold in Japan, was shown at Montereux by Sony. The main disadvantage of videocassette systems as opposed to videodisc systems is the high cost of the videocassette itself; Sony's new system has been developed to reduce the disparity by getting more on the tape. A relatively low tape speed - 1.57/imin - is used, as a result of which a 494ft, 4½in tape gives an hour's playing time. This has been made possible by using a new helical scanning mechanism which produces very narrow recorded tracks, the special heads being able to record and play back very short wavelength signals. A combined VCR plus 18in Trinitron colour receiver console with timing switch sells at about £675 in Japan: a one hour cassette costs £6.75 while a half-hour cassette costs £4.50.

NEW TV IC

SGS-ATES have announced the availability of an interesting new TV i.c., the TDA1270, which provides a complete field base - oscillator, ramp generator and output stage. For large-screen colour TV sets the i.c. can be used to drive a low-cost complementary-symmetry transistor output stage. See Fig. 2.

NEW APPROACH TO TV FILTER DESIGN

Mullard Research Laboratories have announced the results of research into a new approach to the design of tuned circuits for TV receivers, though they emphasise that the devices produced so far are purely experimental. The basic idea is that if the signal gain required can be obtained by using one or two i.c.s it would be very convenient to reduce the tuned circuits to the same dimensions. What is needed is some means of simulating inductance. This can be done by using gyrator circuits which in combination with p-n-junction capacitors provide integrated tuned circuits. MRL have succeeded in producing resonators with Q factors of up to 30 and trap circuits with a rejection of better than 40dB. Each resonator employs fifteen transistors on a chip area of roughly one square millimetre. The devices produced by MRL represent fully integrated inductance, at 4-43MHz and 6MHz, and have been successfully employed in TV receiver sound and chrominance selectivity circuits. The latest experimental arrangement combines five resonators on a single chip to provide a filter able to separate the luminance, chrominance and intercarrier sound signals. Tuning is achieved by varying the bias applied to the integrated junction capacitors. As a result of the close matching of the components on the chip only a single tuning adjustment is required.

It looks as if we can expect interesting developments in this area over the next few years. Mullard have also been working for some time on acoustic-wave bandpass filters for use in i.f. strips.

CONGRATULATIONS THORN

Congratulations are certainly due to Thorn for the success they have achieved over the last four years with their monochrome portables. Sales have risen steadily, from 38,000 in 1971 to over 200,000 in 1974. The important point however is that 1974 saw Thorn very comfortably exceeding Japanese imports (130,000) in this section of the market.

Fig. 2: Block diagram of the TDA1270 field timebase integrated circuit, together with external circuit suggested by SGS-ATES for use with 12-17in (110°, 20mm neck) monochrome TV sets. The maximum peak-to-peak scan current is 0.9A, total TDA1270 power dissipation 2.4W and supply current 110mA with this circuit. The i.c. and its associated components can be mounted on a small printed board approximately 9 x 4in. In this application, the i.c.'s tabs should be connected to a heatsink as well as to the board's copper earth section - which must be connected to the set's chassis. For use in large-screen colour sets the TDA1270 can be employed to drive a separate discrete transistor output stage.
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THE UM4
"COLOURBOOSTER"
UHF/625 LINE

CAN PRODUCE REMARKABLE IMPROVEMENTS IN COLOUR AND PICTURE QUALITY IN FRINGE OR DIFFICULT AREAS WITH SIGNIFICANT REDUCTION IN NOISE (SNOW).

HIGH GAIN — VERY LOW NOISE
FITTED FLY LEAD — INSTALLED IN SECONDS
HIGHEST QUALITY COMPONENTS
IVORY PLASTIC CASE 3½ x 3½ x 1½ CORK BASE

CHANNELS: Group A, Red code
Please Group B, Yellow code
Specify Group C-D, Green code

Equally suitable for Black and White.

Also the M4 DUAL BAND VHF UNIT
Boosts all Band III and Any Specified Band I Channel Simultaneously
Nominal Gain 16-18 dB both Bands

Prices both Types:
Battery model £5.13
Mains version £7.81
Including VAT & postage.

TRANSISTOR DEVICES LIMITED
6 ORCHARD GDNS., TEGMINOUTH, DEVON
Telephone: Teignmouth 4751

BENTLEY ACOUSTIC CORPORATION LTD.
The Old Police Station, Gloucester Road, LITTLEHAMPTON, Sussex
PHONE 6743
All prices inclusive of VAT at 20%.

"I MADE IT MYSELF"
Imagine the thrill you'll feel! Imagine how impressed people will be when they're hearing a programme on a modern 'radio you made yourself.

Now! Learn the secrets of radio and electronics by building your own transistor radio!

Practical lessons teach you sooner than you would dream possible.

What a wonderful way to learn — and pave the way to a new, better-paid career! No dreary ploughing through page after page of dull facts and figures. With this fascinating Technatron Course, you learn by building!

You build a modern Transistor Radio ... a Burglar Alarm. You learn Radio and Electronics by doing actual projects you enjoy — making things with your own hands that you'll be proud to own! No wonder it's so fast and easy to learn this way. Because learning becomes a hobby! And what a profitable hobby. Because opportunities in the field of Radio and Electronics are growing faster than they can find people to fill the jobs!

No soldering — yet you learn faster than you ever dreamed possible. Yes! Faster than you can imagine. You pick up the technical know how you need. Specially prepared step-by-step lessons show you how to: read circuits — assemble components — build things — experiment. You enjoy every minute of it!

You get everything you need. Tools. Components. Even a versatile Multi-meter that we teach you how to use. All included in the course at NO EXTRA CHARGE! And this is a course anyone can afford.

So fast, so easy, this personalised course will teach you even if you don't know a thing today!

No matter how little you know now, no matter what your background or education, we'll teach you. Step by step, in simple easy-to-understand language, you pick up the secrets of radio and electronics.

You could be a man who makes things, not just another of the millions who don't understand. And you could pave the way to a great new career, to add to the thrill and pride you receive when you look at what you have achieved. Within weeks you could hold in your hand your own transistor radio. And after the course you can go on to acquire higher powered technical qualifications because our famous courses go right up to City & Guilds levels.

Send now for FREE
76 page book — read what easy it is — read what others say!
Find out more now! This is the gateway to a thrilling new career, or a wonderful hobby you'll enjoy for years. Send the coupon now. There's no obligation.

To: ALDERMSTON COLLEGE DEPT CV08 READING RG7 4PF
Also at our London Offices: Office 4, Portland Street, Marylebone, London W1, Telephone: 01-482-7271

Yes, I'd like to know more about your course. Please send me free details — plus your big, 76-page book that tells all about your courses.

NAME
ADDRESS
POST CODE

SEND NO FEE BOOK

All goods are insured and posted subject to the standard 50-day guarantee. Terms of business: Cash or cheque with order only. Despatch charges: Orders under £10 to add 7½p per item. Orders over £10 post free. Some day deliveries. Terms of business available on request. Any parcel issued against damage in transit for only 5p extra per parcel. Please ensure S.A.E. with any enquiries.
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LINE IT UP WITH A BI-PRE-PAK MARK 2

**CROSS HATCH GENERATOR**

In Kit Form or Ready-Built

Based on the design originally published in “TELEVISION” this unit is invaluable to industrial and home users alike. Improved circuitry assures reliability and still better accuracy. Generates four different line patterns to facilitate line-up, etc., at the turn of the pattern selector switch. Very compact, self-contained. Robustly built. Widely used by TV rental and other engineers. In strong reinforce fibre-glass case, instructions, but less batteries. **INDIS PENSIBLE FOR COLOUR**.

In Kit form £7.93

Ready built and tested £9.93

**Please add 25% VAT. ALL CARRIAGE PAID. (UK Only).**

5 STATION ROAD, LITTLEPORT, CAMBS. CB6 10E
Tel: ELY (0353) 860185 (2 lines) Tues.-Sat.
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A new compact microscope recently introduced by Northgate Instruments Limited is designed especially for television colour spot testing by TV field service engineers, as well as by workshop and manufacturers staff.

This microscope has a magnification of 30X, and features high clarity optics and easy slide-action focusing for precise definition. The field of view can be lit by a built-in battery powered illuminator, and the unit clips firmly together to ensure rigidity when used on a vertical surface.

The instrument costs £10.15 including 8% VAT and is available by post from Northgate Instruments Limited, 19 London Road, Gloucester, from whom further details may also be obtained.

BRANDENBURG have recently announced an improved version of their Model 88M high-voltage meter. This is a rugged benchtop instrument designed for measurements of e.h.t. voltages up to 30kV, offering significant advantages in performance and price over multimeters and electrostatic meters for routine tests on c.r.t. displays during servicing.

This instrument uses a battery-powered solid-state amplifier to reduce the loading on the circuit under test to less than 1µA at full scale deflection. Readout is on a moving coil meter with a linear mirror scale. Switch selection of positive and negative polarity and a battery check facility is provided.

A high-voltage probe (pictured here with the meter) is available as an accessory.

Price of the instrument is £75.60 and of the h.v. probe £5-40 (including 8% VAT). Further details are available from: Brandenburg Limited, High-voltage engineering division, 939 London Road, Thornton Heath, Surrey CR4 6JE, telephone 01-689 0441/5.
Semiconductor devices – line output transistors in particular – are much less tolerant of excess voltage conditions than valves are. A feature generally found in solid-state TV chassis therefore is an over-voltage protection circuit. This is particularly important with stabilised power supplies since a fault in the stabilising circuit can result in the h.t. voltage rising to an excessive value. The e.h.t. will also rise due to the higher amplitude flyback pulse. The over-voltage protection arrangements in use are many and varied: the purpose of this article is to survey some of the arrangements commonly employed.

One of the first and still widely used techniques is to short-circuit the h.t. supply in the event of the h.t. voltage rising excessively. This results in the mains fuse or cut-out going open-circuit to protect the set against the excessive h.t. voltage condition. Thyristors and glow-switches are commonly used to short-circuit the h.t. line.

Crowbar Circuits

Two thyristor "crowbar" circuits are shown in Fig. 1. That shown in Fig. 1(a) is used in the Thorn 3000/3500 chassis. The correct h.t. rail voltage, stabilised by the transistor chopper circuit, is 58-65V. The 72V zener diode W617 is thus normally non-conducting and there is no voltage across R626 therefore. Should a fault result in the h.t. line rising above 72V, W617 will conduct and the voltage across R626 will be applied via R615 to the gate of the crowbar thyristor W621. This will then conduct and short-circuit the input to the chopper. In consequence the cut-out operates or the mains fuse (earlier versions) blows. C618 acts as a short-circuit for brief h.t. rises due to c.r.t. flashovers, preventing the crowbar operating under these conditions. The arrangement shown in Fig. 1(b) is used in the Pye group's 731 110° colour chassis. If the h.t. voltage rises excessively the voltage at the junction of R878/RV879 will rise to the breakover voltage of the diac D881. This will consequently conduct and the gate of the crowbar thyristor D884 will rise sufficiently above chassis potential for it to conduct, short-circuiting the h.t. line and blowing the mains fuse.

Glow-switches operate on the same principle but do not require any additional circuitry to operate them. In the Philips 320 monochrome chassis and the Pye 713 colour chassis one of these devices connected in series with a current limiting resistor is incorporated across the stabilised h.t. line. The glow-switch has a striking voltage somewhat above the normal h.t. line voltage. If a fault results in the h.t. line rising to an excessive voltage the neon gas in the glow switch ionises and the heat operates bimetallic strip contacts. Again, the mains fuse blows.

GEC C2110 Series

Rather than using a crowbar to remove the mains supply the set may be made inoperative in other ways. One of the simplest approaches is that used in the GEC C2110 series of colour receivers. In this a small 47V zener diode is connected across the l.t. supplies, which are obtained from the line output stage. The circuit is shown in Fig. 2. There are three l.t. rails, at 40V, 24V and 12V, the latter two being dropped from the 40V rail. The 40V rail reservoir capacitor C601 charges as a result of the BU108 line output transistor and the scan rectifier D601 conducting. If the h.t. line voltage rises excessively both these devices will conduct more and the 40V rail voltage will rise. When 47V is reached the 400mW zener diode D51 goes short-circuit, removing all the l.t. supplies and protecting the devices operating from these rails. Since the line oscillator is operated from the 12V rail there will be no drive to the line output stage and the net result will be no sound or raster. Note that unlike a line output valve which draws excessive current in the absence of drive a line output transistor simply switches off under these conditions and is in a perfectly safe condition therefore. The most common cause of D51 going short-circuit however is a defective line output transformer fifth harmonic tuning capacitor (C52).

Rank Circuits

The over-voltage protection circuit used in the RRI 110° colour chassis (Z179) uses a combination of the previous techniques. As Fig. 3 shows, crowbar thyristor 4THY1 will short-circuit the h.t. rail when it conducts. A circuit breaker in the mains input circuit then opens. The set cut-out control 4RV3 is adjusted so that 4THY1 fires in the event of the e.h.t. voltage rising by 25 per cent. During normal operation the voltage produced by the protection rectifier 4D8 is lower than the zener voltage of 4D6. Since 4D6 is non-conducting therefore there is no voltage at the gate of 4THY1. Under excessive h.t./e.h.t. conditions the voltage produced by 4D8 will rise to the zener voltage (27V) of 4D6, which will then conduct and switch on 4THY1. In addition, diode D49 causes the circuit to operate in the event of excessive voltage appearing on the l.t. supply. Transients due to c.r.t. flashovers are limited by 4D7/4R34/4C24 so that the crowbar trip does not operate under these conditions.

In the later 18in. RRI Z718 colour chassis the over-voltage trip, a couple of transistors, short-circuits the base of the line driver transistor, removing the raster and the signals since the l.t. supplies are all obtained from the line output stage (see last month). In the 90° single-standard Rank colour chassis the technique used is to render the line oscillator inoperative when the h.t. line rises by 10 per cent. Since this action kills the e.h.t. the symptom is sound but no picture. The circuitry was described in detail in the July 1974 issue of Television (see pages 422-3).

Philips G8 Chassis

A totally different approach, giving an entirely different fault symptom, is used in the Philips G8 chassis. The circuit of the stabilised power supply is shown in Fig. 4. It's a conventional controlled thyristor rectifier circuit: C1376 charges via R1373

![Fig. 1: Thyristor crowbar circuits.](image-url)
Fig. 2: Protection in the line output stage by means of a smaller zener diode (D51).

![Protection Circuit Diagram](image2)

The base of transistor Tr1399 is fed via a potential divider from the h.t. rail, failure of the 40V rail which supplies the field timebase, or increase of the 12V l.t. rail to 15V. The chassis employs a thyristor line output stage and an unstabilised h.t. rail.

The base of transistor T601 is fed via a potential divider from the 40V rail. Consequently it is normally fully conductive, its collector voltage is practically zero and D602 is non-conducting.

If the 40V rail fails T601 is without forward bias and cuts off, its collector voltage rising to 12V. Consequently D602 conducts, the 40V rail to 15V. The chassis going open-circuit. If D1379 goes short-circuit the h.t. fuse blows.

Saba 110° Models

Finally, a particularly interesting and comprehensive power supply protection circuit which is used in the Saba 110° colour Model CSL2725H. This uses a thyristor operated relay (see Fig. 5) to switch the set off in the event of excessive current demand from the h.t. rail, failure of the 40V rail which supplies the field timebase, or increase of the 12V l.t. rail to 15V. The chassis employs a thyristor line output stage and an unstabilised h.t. rail.

The excess h.t. current protection circuit is something different again. Diode D603 is fed from the h.t. line via C601: under normal conditions the h.t. ripple results in only a small voltage being developed across the reservoir capacitor C602 and this is insufficient to trigger Thy601. When there is excessive h.t. current demand the h.t. voltage falls and the amplitude of the ripple content increases - since the h.t. reservoir capacitor can no longer retain sufficient charge while the rectifier is non-conductive during the negative excursions of the mains input waveform. The increased ripple results in a rise in the voltage developed across C602 so that Thy601 is triggered on to operate the relay and on-off switch. The triggering level is determined by the values of C602 and R607. Circuits can be designed to sense voltage reduction but it is generally simpler to use a ripple sensor as here. This is excess current not excess voltage protection of course.

Model CSL2725H is fitted with a thin-neck 110° colour c.r.t. Other sets in the Saba 110° range of solid-state models are fitted with thick-neck c.r.t.s. These employ a different field timebase and north-south pincushion distortion correction circuit. The 40V supply for the field output stage is derived from the line output stage and in consequence the 40V section of the power supply for the field output stage is derived from the line output stage. Under normal conditions the 12V rail rise to 15V it will conduct and fire Thy601 so that the set is automatically switched off.

Conclusion

It is as well for those concerned with servicing television sets to be aware of these protection techniques. They could cause considerable confusion to anyone dealing with sets using solid-state chassis with which they are unfamiliar.
In last month's article the facilities of the TV oscilloscope were described together with the selection and conversion of a monochrome TV receiver. This month's article deals with the construction of the control unit power supply, front panel layout and drilling, and the Y deflection amplifier.

**Power supplies**

Before a television receiver can be used for oscilloscope purposes, some means must be found of isolating the chassis from the supply mains. In this project this is accomplished by an isolating transformer fitted in the power supply section of the control unit case.

To power the control unit, two supply rails are derived from a single transformer. These are +55V at 0-3A for the Y amplifier and +15V at 0-3A for the remainder of the circuits. The small +5V supply for the two digital I.C.s is derived from the 15V rail and is included in the 0-3A loading.

The circuit of the power supply is shown in Fig. 2. A 100V 2A bridge rectifier, D1, connected across the 48V tap on the secondary of T2 provides the rectification for both rails. The bridge output is smoothed by C1, R1, C2, to give approximately 55V at 0-3A for the Y-deflection output amplifier. By taking a connection from the 24V tap a supply of about 28V is obtained, using two arms of the bridge in a normal fullwave rectifier circuit. This is smoothed by C3, R2, C4, and regulated to 15V by the simple series regulator circuit Tr1, Tr2. R2 also serves to limit the dissipation of Tr1.

![Fig. 2: Circuit diagram of the power supply.](image-url)
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transistor heat sinks to Tr1 and Tr3, a larger clamp-on type is required for Tr1 and a standard clip type for Tr3. Holes and soldered to the copper track. After assembly, fit the two transistor and diode leads when soldering.

shown in the layout Fig. 3. A heat shunt should be used on the photodetector. Next assemble the components onto the board as spacers to the side of the isolating transformer as illustrated in the Fig. 3. Enlarge the four holes near the corners to 6BA clearance as shown, for fixing on the board. Round the loop, if the 15V line increases in voltage, the current in Tr2 increases pulling the base of Tr1 in the negative direction, which tends to reduce the 15V output. The 15V output level is set constant voltage by a 5.6V zener diode D2. Thus a proportion of the base of transistor Tr2, the emitter of which is held at a 5V irrespective of any change in load current.

Assembly of P.C.B.

The regulating action is as follows. A proportion of the 15V output is applied via the potentiometer network R5, VR1, R6, to the base of transistor Tr2, the emitter of which is held at a constant voltage by a 5.6V zener diode D2. Thus a proportion of any change in the 15V output is amplified by Tr2 to control the series regulating transistor Tr1. Following the regulating action round the loop, if the 15V line increases in voltage, the current in Tr2 increases pulling the base of Tr1 in the negative direction, which tends to reduce the 15V output. The 15V output level is set by adjusting the preset control VR1. The 5V supply is produced from the 15V line through the zener diode-controlled series transistor Tr3. Since the base of this transistor is held at 5.6V by the zener D3, the emitter will remain at about 5V irrespective of any change in load current.

Connections to and from the board are best made by using vero pins or short pieces of thick wire inserted in the appropriate holes and soldered to the copper track. After assembly, the two transistor heat sinks to Tr1 and Tr3, a larger clamp-on type is required for Tr1 and a standard clip type for Tr3.

The two mains transformers, bridge rectifier, large electrolytic capacitors and fuses are mounted directly in the box, and the regulating amplifier is built on a 95 x 76 mm (3.75 x 3 in) piece of matrix. Stripboard pins, 6 off. Spacers 6BA x 9.5 mm (0.375 in), 4 off. Instrument case 317 x 190 x 190 mm (12.5 x 7.5 x 7.5 in) approx.

The two mains transformers, bridge rectifier, large electrolytic capacitors and fuses are mounted directly in the box, and the regulating amplifier is built on a 95 x 76 mm (3.75 x 3 in) piece of matrix. Stripboard pins, 6 off. Spacers 6BA x 9.5 mm (0.375 in), 4 off. Instrument case 317 x 190 x 190 mm (12.5 x 7.5 x 7.5 in) approx.

NOTE. - S1 is mounted on the Front Panel. F1, F2 are mounted on the Rear Panel.

components list

POWER SUPPLY

Capacitors:
C1, C2 2500µF 64V
C3 4000µF 40V
C4 500µF 40V

Resistors: (all ±5%)
R1 15Ω 2.5W W/W
R2 39Ω 5W W/W
R3 2kΩ 1W
R4 1kΩ

Unspecified powers kW
VR1 50Ω preset, carbon track.

Semiconductors:
D1 100V 2A Silicon bridge
D2, D3 5.6V 400mW Zener diodes
Tr1, Tr3 2N 3053
Tr2 BC184

Transformers:
T1 Mains isolating 200VA (Douglas MT30AT)
T2 48V 0.5A secondary (Douglas MT211AT) centre-tapped.

Miscellaneous:
S1 DPST mains.* F1, F2 500mA slow-blow with panel-mounting holders.* Heat-sinks for Tr1 (Redpoint 5C) and Tr3 (Redpoint 5F). Stripboard 95 x 76 mm (3.75 x 3 in). 3.81 mm (0.15 in) matrix. Stripboard pins, 6 off. Spacers 6BA x 9.5 mm (0.375 in), 4 off. Instrument case 317 x 190 x 190 mm (12.5 x 7.5 x 7.5 in) approx.

Y AMPLIFIER

Capacitors:
C1 250µF 25V
C2 125µF 16V

Resistors: (all ±5%)
R1 1kΩ
R2 3kΩ
R3 3kΩ
R4 4.7kΩ
R5 4.7kΩ
R6, R7 2.2kΩ
R8 18kΩ

Unspecified powers kW
VR1 5000 preset, carbon track.

Transistors:
Tr1, Tr2 BF178
Tr3, Tr4 2N 3055

Miscellaneous:
Stripboard 140 x 50 mm (5.5 x 2 in), 2.54 mm (0.1 in) matrix. Stripboard pins, 10 off. Finned heatsink 100 x 124 x 27 mm (3.9 x 5 x 1.1 in) for Tr3/Tr4. T03 insulating kits for Tr3, Tr4, 2 off. Spacers 4BA x 38 mm (1.5 in).

FRONT PANEL

FUNCTION
Y Gain
Expand
Shift
Attenuator
Input Sel.
Normal/Invert
Field/Line
Line Delay
Power On
AF/VF Probe
IF Probe

DESCRIPTION
1kΩ Lin. Potentiometer
250kΩ Lin. Potentiometer
1kΩ Lin. Potentiometer
1P 3W Wafer switch
2P 3W Wafer switch
SPDT Min. toggle switch
SPDT Min. toggle switch
SPDT Min. toggle switch
DPST Toggle switch
B.N.C. Socket
B.N.C. Socket

UNIT
Preamp.
Sample
Pulse Gen.
Preamp.
Preamp.
Sample P.G.
Power Supply
Preamp.
Preamp.

NOTE - Front Panel controls also appear in their respective unit circuits and components lists.

AF/VF Probe
IF Probe
B.N.C. Socket
B.N.C. Socket

* Components list
Testing

The power supply is tested off load with the aid of a voltmeter. Simply check that the isolation transformer is giving 240 V a.c. and that each d.c. rail is giving its correct voltage. The 5 V rail should be very close to its nominal value. The 15 V rail is adjustable and should be set, using VR1, to give precisely 15 V. The +55 V rail will be 'high' off load and will be of the order of 70 V. This is reduced to +55 when loaded fully by the drive circuits.

WARNING – As the 'off load' voltage exceeds the capacitor ratings in the main smoothing circuits, the supply must not be left without a load for any length of time. If fault finding necessitates leaving the supplies switched on, then a load resistor of 180 Ω 16 W must be connected across the 55 V supply. Alternatively 100 V working capacitors may be fitted.

The Y Deflection circuits

The line coils are used for Y deflection because they have a lower inductance than field coils. Line coils are usually about 6 mH. This means that for a given voltage swing across the coils there is a higher rate of change in the current, giving a higher deflection speed. The coils are driven by a push pull circuit working from the 55 V supply. The use of field coils reconnected in parallel instead of line coils was considered but discarded because of the complication involved when switching back to normal operation.

The test for this amplifier, described later, involves displaying the sound waveform on the face of the cathode ray tube. These sound waveforms are quite fascinating especially when they are producing multiple waveforms in response to music. Some people may not want to go any further than this because such a display will have applications in discotheques, clubs and with pop groups where a visual display could appeal to the teenagers.

Amplifier

The Y amplifier circuit is shown in Fig. 4. The input signal from the Line/Field switch is applied to amplifier stage Tr1 and emitter follower Tr2, which drives the base of the lower output transistor Tr4. Tr3 and Tr4 form a class A pushpull amplifier capable of delivering ±0.35 A peak to peak scan current into the line coils via isolating capacitor C3. Drive for Tr3 is derived from the signal voltage developed across R9 and R10. VR2 adjusts the balance between the two output transistors.

The whole amplifier is d.c. coupled, optimum conditions for maximum signal handling being set by VR1. The no-signal standing current in the output transistors is about 0.25 A.
Construction and testing

Most of the Y amplifier is built on a 140 x 50 mm (5 1/2 x 2 in) piece of 2-54 mm (0-1 in) matrix strip board, with just the exception of the two power transistors, which are mounted on a heatsink bolted to one side of the case. The cases of the power transistors must both be insulated electrically from the heatsink by means of the mica washer and insulating bushes. Check carefully to see that all holes are deburred and the surfaces are clean and free from any matter which might prevent the transistor from bedding down fully to give maximum heat transfer, or even puncture the mica washer and short circuit the collector to chassis. The transistors should be mounted on the underside of the heat sink, with the mica washer between transistor and sink and the insulating bushes on the top. A 6BA solder tag should be mounted on one fixing bolt of each transistor, between the nut and the bush, for connection to the collector. After assembly, a meter check should be made to ensure that the cases of the transistors are insulated from the heatsink.

The rest of the amplifier should be mounted on the piece of strip board using layout and wiring as shown in Fig. 6. The assembled board is mounted on the inside of the box using 38 mm (1-5 in) spacers on the two rear fixing screws of the heat sink, with the connecting tags adjacent to the output transistors.

The bias levels throughout the Y amplifier are set by the two preset potentiometers VR1 and VR2 using a d.c. voltmeter. First switch on and check that the supply to the amplifier is approximately 55V, then adjust VR1 to obtain 2-6V across R11. Next connect the voltmeter between the junction of R9 and R10 and earth, and adjust VR2 to give a reading of half the supply rail voltage. The amplifier is now ready for testing with an a.c. signal.

If a low frequency oscillator is available, connect this to the amplifier input. Alternatively, if no oscillator is available, the receiver can be tuned to a television signal and the sound waveform at the secondary of the loudspeaker transformer used as a test signal. Set the scan changeover switch to the "Oscilloscope" position and switch on. A display of the test signal, sound or sine wave, should be obtained on the c.r.t. face. Adjust the level of the signal until some clipping of the waveform peaks is observed, and if necessary readjust the preset bias control VR1 until the clipping is symmetrical on positive and negative peaks.
ULTRASONIC REMOTE CONTROL
Providing selection of four TV channels by remote control or touch contacts, plus an off or standby position, this unit is designed to replace the control unit of a varicap tuner. Details are also provided for fitting it in place of a mechanical pushbutton tuner. Channel indication is displayed on a number tube. The ultrasonic transmitter is built into a small torch case, providing an attractive finish to the system.

SERVICING TV RECEIVERS
Les's feature comes of age, having started 21 years ago this month — with the HMV 1807, remember? So Les takes the opportunity to make some general comments on the trade and servicing scene, and hopes he will stir up reactions from others engaged in the battle of man against the electronic gremlins.

JUGFETS IN TV CIRCUITS
In the last few years junction field effect transistors have found a niche for themselves in certain areas of colour receiver circuitry. S. George describes their basic features and mode of operation, shows some representative circuits and comments on servicing aspects.

FAULT GUIDE: GEC HYBRID COLOUR RECEIVERS
Common faults experienced on the range of GEC and Sobell hybrid single-standard colour sets.

REPORT FROM MONTREUX
A review of the technical developments in TV engineering revealed at this year's Montreux International Television Symposium and Technical Exhibition.

PLUS ALL THE REGULAR FEATURES

ORDER YOUR COPY ON THE FORM BELOW:

TO
(Name of Newsagent)
Please reserve/deliver the SEPTEMBER issue of Television (40p), on sale August 18th, and continue every month until further notice.

NAME
ADDRESS

Fig. 6: Layout of the Y deflection amplifier board, viewed from the component side. The copper strips are broken at the following points: C45, 46; D1; F15; G41; H41; J30; J32; K23; M31; P20, 24, 45, 49; Q20, 24, 45, 49; R20, 24, 45, 49.

If only a low frequency display, such as the sound waveform across a loudspeaker, is required it only remains to fit a mains switch and input socket as required. If the display is for amusement rather than instruction, for example as a visual display of pop music, it may be preferred to leave the scan coils in their original orientation, giving a vertical display.

Front Panel
A suggested front panel layout and drilling details are given in Fig. 5. The hole sizes given are for the components used on the prototype. The constructor would be well advised to check the hole size requirements of the components he is using before drilling. The control identification is in Letraset transfer lettering, which should be covered with clear varnish for protection.

All the front panel controls and the two probe input sockets can now be mounted on the front panel, with the exception of the input attenuator switch. It is easier to connect up the attenuator components, which are mounted directly on the switch, before the switch is fitted, and this will be dealt with next month. The small holes are for mounting the remaining circuit boards.

In the next part of this series, we shall describe the i.f. preamplifier, the inverting amplifier and the sampling circuits.
Power Supplies

When the main chassis is lowered and one looks down the back of this lot for the first time one’s first reaction is to put it back up and join the Foreign Legion. After a time however the mass of electrolytics and wirewound resistors down the bottom can be assigned their separate functions and it will be noticed that the electrolytics are mainly cross connected. Very little actually goes wrong in these regions except for poor earthing of the electrolytics. This causes a horizontal band of light to move slowly down (or is it up?) the screen, with perhaps a slight hum on the sound. A general tighten up of the clamps and earthing tags seems to clear this trouble without the need to replace any of the cans.

The other trouble spot has already been mentioned. This is the 10Ω resistor on the left side supplying the line output stage. Whilst it can go open-circuit on its own account, more often it parts company with its mounting springs due to overheating. This of course directs attention to the right side line output stage.

Should any supply line be absent, a quick check for voltage across each end of each wirewound resistor will reveal which has become open-circuit. It should be appreciated that not all the lines are positive: HT7 is 120V negative.

Audio Circuit

The sound output stage uses a PCL86 valve. This has a habit of suddenly cutting out with a loud crack and just as suddenly coming on again. Tapping the valve may well produce these symptoms so there is no problem here. It is essential however to check the value of the cathode resistor R7293 which should be 180Ω. The valve can pass considerable current which damages the resistor. If this point is ignored there will be further trouble in a short time.

Video Circuits

The colour-difference drive technique used in these receivers means that there is a separate output stage for the luminance signal and three colour-difference output stages. The output from the former is applied to the tube cathodes via the drive controls (these are set to obtain the right white and greys); the latter three outputs are applied to the c.r.t. grids. Thus the mixing process is carried out by the tube itself.

From a picture quality and general brightness/contrast level point of view the luminance output stage is most critical and it is essential for this to give of its best at all times. There is a great deal of difference between the design of the original dual-standard luminance output stage and the later single-standard version. In the original circuit the brightness control varies the potential applied to the screen grid (pin 9) of the valve whereas in later models this potential is fixed and the brightness control operates via the black-level clamp in the control grid circuit. Also, the original circuit uses conventional cathode bias with a 330Ω resistor shunted by a zener whilst later versions have the cathode returned direct to chassis with all the bias applied to the control grid.

When the picture is light and lacking in contrast suspect the PFL200 and, in the original circuit, check the associated

---

**Fig. 7**: Audio circuit used in the Philips G6 chassis. (a) Circuit as used in later dual-standard models — in earlier versions a more elaborate feedback circuit with tone control switch was used. (b) Modifications in the single-standard chassis.
electrolytics and the cathode components. We mention this fault first because the PFL200 was inclined to run into grid current, thus dropping its anode voltage. When the valve merely loses emission the picture will be very dark with probably only outlines visible. We have not had much trouble with the transistor (later versions) or diode (earlier versions) and so cannot speak from first hand experience of such troubles. Others however seem to have encountered faults due to these components.

Faulty connections to the luminance delay line (L2651) can cause various intermittent disturbances on the picture due to the mismatching introduced in the signal path.

The second half of the PFL200 is used as the sync separator. This section can fail causing total loss of hold in both timebases.

Colour-difference Amplifiers

The three PCF200 valves (V7005-7) function as amplifiers (pentodes) and clamps (triodes), applying the colour information to the tube grids (R-Y, G-Y and B-Y respectively). As the emission of any one valve falls, the picture will assume an overall cast of that colour since the c.r.t. grid voltage will rise due to the smaller voltage drop across the valve's anode load resistor. It pays therefore to ensure that these valves are well up to scratch.

On the other hand, should the load resistors of the clamps rise in value (10MΩ resistors are prone to do this) the result will be an absence of this colour. Say R7241 goes high: the voltage at pin 7 of the c.r.t. base will be lower than the correct 62V and the result will be a picture of mainly red plus blue which adds up to magenta.

Incorrect Colours

Most colour problems are very easy to trace merely by taking voltage readings at the c.r.t. base and comparing these to those given in the service information. When this is not to hand, compare the voltages of the three guns; one will normally be found to differ from the other two if the colours are incorrect, thereby giving you the required clue. The cathode voltages (pins 2, 6 and 11) are normally correct, the differences usually being at the first anodes (pins 4, 5 and 13) or the grids (pins 3, 7 and 12). If these voltages read out well or near enough (the differences being accounted for by the grey-scale adjustments) move back to the PCF200 valve bases and check the anode, screen grid and cathode voltages - pins 7 (anode), 8 (screen grid) and 2 (cathode). Whilst the screen grid voltages should be the same (95V) the anode and cathode voltages are not all the same, the G-Y amplifier anode voltage being slightly higher than the other two while its cathode voltage is slightly lower.

Fig. B: (a) Luminance output and sync circuits used in the dual-standard chassis. Voltage readings apply to 625-line operation. (b) Modifications to the luminance output and sync circuits in the single-standard chassis.
The drive for the G-Y amplifier control grid is obtained by mixing measured proportions of the R-Y and B-Y outputs. These are applied via the green amplitude control R7236. The original design had the R-Y and B-Y pentode cathodes coupled by a tint control: in this circuit all three cathodes should read 1V. The addition of a tint control is a dubious advantage and it was omitted in later versions.

Occasionally one encounters intermittent colour faults due to the coupling capacitors in these stages.

The Decoder

The full circuit of the decoder, with an admirable description by Caleb Bradley, appeared in the December 1973 issue, with notes on faults and setting up in the January 1974 issue. This is a complex piece of design work which takes a lot of explanation and space to present: we do not propose to repeat it. Any reader who seriously intends to service these sets should have the service manual for the dual-standard and single-standard versions or the volumes of Radio and Television Servicing which contain them. He should also appreciate that the receiver to be worked on may not have an identical layout or circuit to those shown but may be a mixture of the two basic designs.

Fault Location Guide

In the event of suspected trouble in the decoder the Philips G6 Fault Location Guide can be consulted. This will unerringly lead to the stage where the fault is, all that then remains to do being to check a limited number of components to ascertain which is causing the trouble. We have used this plan for some years and can be consulted. This will unerringly lead to the stage where the fault is, all that then remains to do being to check a limited number of components to ascertain which is causing the trouble. We have used this plan for some years and find it invaluable from every point of view, not the least of which is the occasional changed value resistor. A defective capacitor is very rare (in some makes you go for the capacitors first). Due to the large number of diodes used it is only to be expected that one or more will fail during the lifetime of the set.

Other troubles can be due to poor soldering in the coil lead outs and intermittent connections from the small printed panels in the coil cans to the print on the panel. Both problems necessitate removal of the can assembly and some delicate rewiring or resoldering if the complete unit is not to be replaced. Faults in particular assemblies often show up only when the stage concerned has been disturbed, perhaps for some other reason.

The can which seems to give the most trouble is the burst detector coil assembly (can F) which contains the burst and the a.c.c. (automatic chrominance control) detectors. The colour killer turn-on bias is obtained from the a.c.c. circuit rather than, as is usually the case, the iden stage. Thus lack of output from the burst amplifier V7008 (EF184) will result in no colour while low output from the ident amplifier T7015 (BC107) will not result in any colour but in incorrect PAL bistable switching (i.e. green faces) from time to time. In the latter event T7015's emitter decoupling electrolytic C7093 (16uF) is a suspect.

Although capacitor faults are rare there is one other that occasionally gives trouble. The first chrominance amplifier V7001 (EF183) screen grid decoupler C7025 (0.047µF) can short,
burning out the associated feed resistor R7140 (22kΩ). This robs
the valve of screen grid voltage of course and the result is no
colour.

Over-riding the Colour Killer
To over-ride the colour killer, connect the junction of
R7196/R7198 to chassis. Fortunately faults do not happen very
often on this panel, but when they do the work involved can be
most tedious.

Pitfalls
We were asked recently to service a G6 chassis which we had
not sold and had not previously serviced. The owner stated quite
firmly that he wanted a quote for a new or regunned tube. We
asked him why he thought he needed a new tube. "Because
although all the other valves light up, the tube heaters don’t" was
the answer. Upon opening up we found that this was very nearly
so except that the PCC85 (V7003) didn’t light up either and also
there was no sound. Briefly, the situation was that the mains
transformer was out of action, leaving the main series heater line
intact and incidentally the high voltage h.t. lines. There was no
reading across the primary of the transformer, due to the thermal
fuse FS1114 being open-circuit. This little item is inside a plastic
housing in the main transformer and was open because of the
short across the h.t. supply line caused by a shorted diode.
Replacing the diode and repairing the thermal fuse restored
normal working. Now this could not have happened (to produce
the same symptoms) on the earlier dual-standard versions
because a thermal fuse was not fitted in these – the transformer
being protected by FS1107 in the mains input only – while V7003
was in the main series heater chain.

Horror Story
This was nothing compared to the horror we had in a short
time ago. The set belonged to a friend of our butcher (so we
couldn’t say no). He had been unable to get it repaired after
obtaining it due to a death in the family, or something like that.
After a few checks we found that resistor R1073 was off its
spring mount and that this had been caused by a defective
PY500. We fitted a nice new PY500 plus a PL509 for good
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measure and hooked up the resistor to its original position. Having restored normal line timebase working we then had to trace a couple of field faults to restore normal height etc, and sort out the system switch. This left us with a red, blue and green monochrome picture! Not to be defeated at this stage, we went through the whole purity and convergence procedure and then set up the grey scale to obtain a reasonable black and white picture. Meanwhile the sound went distorted but this was only a sidetrack to the side track as a new PCL86 put that right. No, the point was where was the colour? Ditching the colour killer didn’t help so we went down the line output transformer taps (ie. short junction of R7198 / R7199 to chassis) and were at last rewarded with a good picture in full colour. The customer was very happy but we have not yet recovered. You may ask what this has to do with pitfalls: not much really perhaps, but we thought you would like to know that we get our share of the rough ones.

### Line Output Transformer

Finally, some notes on the line output transformer. As previously mentioned, the set must not be operated with the transformer’s screening can removed. All the tappings are externally available, however, at the two ten-way sockets at the side of the transformer can assemble. It is important that the boost voltage is correct. In the single-standard chassis it should be 590V, in the dual-standard chassis it should be 570V on 405 lines, 600V on 625 lines. Unless the scan coils are faulty a correct boost voltage means that the primary output transformer circuit is operating correctly. Very low boost voltage indicates a heavy load or lack of drive – check the valves first. Roughly correct boost voltage but no raster should direct attention to the c.r.t. base voltages. The Philips fault guide, ending up finally on the i.f. panel where we found an 0.01µF capacitor wired smack across the input to chrominance i.f. can E, i.e. from the can side of C2052 to chassis. Removing this capacitor sent the whole i.f. strip into oscillation. A closer examination showed that some pretty frantic work had been carried out in several parts, particularly in the area of can A. To condense many miserable hours of fruitless endeavour into one sentence we eventually replaced the whole panel and were at last rewarded with a good picture in full colour. The customer was very happy but we have not yet recovered. You may ask what this has to do with pitfalls: not much really perhaps, but we thought you would like to know that we get our share of the rough ones.

---
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Before going on to discuss the actual decoding process it is important that we should examine the structure of the teletext data signals in more detail.

The data signal

Two lines during the field blanking interval of the television signal are used to carry the data signals for the CEEFAX/ORACLE service. Lines 17/18 on one field and lines 330/331 on the interlacing field are used for this purpose. Some of the other lines in the blanking interval are used to carry test and monitoring signals (Fig. 3). On lines 19/332, after the teletext lines, there is a signal composed of a bar and dot pattern and a staircase type waveform whilst on lines 20/333 there is a signal for checking the colour subcarrier. Some BBC transmissions also use lines 16/329 before the data signals to carry engineering test data.

For the teletext signal each of the line periods used carries the data for one complete row of text characters to be displayed. In the 625-line system the period of one line scan is exactly 64 µs of which some 12 µs is taken up by the synchronising pulses and line blanking. This leaves 52 µs for the picture signal itself. In lines carrying data this 52 µs period is split up into 45 equal segments each of which contains one word of the data. These word periods are further subdivided into eight equal parts each of which holds one binary bit of data. The pattern made up from the combination of the eight bits in the word will define which of the characters is to be displayed on the screen. Using eight bits, each of which may be in one of two states, gives 256 (2^8) possible combinations.

Five of the word spaces at the start of each line of data are used for synchronisation and row identification. The remaining 40 data words contain the information for the 40 characters to be displayed in the row of text.

To minimise the bandwidth required for the data the signals are transmitted in a widely used format known as NRZ (non return to zero). In this format, when the voltage of the signal during a bit period is high the bit is said to be at the 1 level and when the voltage is low or zero the bit is said to be a 0. When several 1 bits follow one another the voltage merely remains at high level for the appropriate number of bit periods as shown in Fig. 4. Normally the received signal has the bit pulses rounded off as shown in Fig. 4(a) but after shaping the pulses become squared up as shown in Fig. 4(b).

Clock run in

One of the problems with using NRZ type coding is that there is no built-in clock in the signal when several bits with the same state follow one another. In order to decode the data the receiving system must provide its own clock to define the positions of the individual bit periods so that the state of the signal during each bit period can be correctly detected.

For correct operation the decoder's internal clock must be running at exactly 6.9375 MHz (444 times the line scan frequency) which is the bit rate of the received data. In addition, the relative phase of the clock and signal should keep the clock pulse roughly in the middle of the bit period.

At the start of the data line the first two words are used to provide a clock 'run in' signal to enable the decoder clock to be properly synchronised to the incoming signal. During these two words the data bits alternate between 1 and 0 as shown in Fig. 5. This clock run in signal is used in much the same way as the colour burst is used to synchronise the reference oscillator in a colour television receiver.
Framing code

Once the decoding clock has been locked on to the received data signal the next stage is accurately to locate the start of each data word so that it can be properly deciphered. One possibility might be to make use of the line sync pulse as a timing reference. This is in fact not practicable since the precise timing of the line sync pulse depends upon the characteristics of the receiver and the quality of the received signal.

In order accurately to define the starting time of the data words, a special word known as the Framing Code has been included in the data line immediately after the clock run in words. The decoder now searches through the data as it is received until the particular bit pattern of the framing code word is detected. When it is detected, the framing code enables the decoder to pinpoint one particular bit period in the data stream which is then used as a reference point to which the timing of all of the other words of the data can be related.

Shift register

Since the data bits are arriving at the receiver in a serial stream one of the first requirements in the decoder is to temporarily freeze the data in some way so that it is possible to examine the states of eight successive bits of data simultaneously. To achieve this a shift register is normally used.

We shall be meeting the shift register type circuit a number of times in the decoder system so at this point let us examine the construction of a shift register and see how it works. Basically a shift register consists of a series of flip-flop circuits connected in cascade as shown in Fig. 6. When a clock pulse is applied to each flip-flop its output will be set to the same state as its data input. In the shift register connection, each stage when clocked will take up the state of the previous stage so that the data pattern moves along the register from left to right one stage for each clock pulse applied. This is shown in Fig. 7 where the state of the register after each clock pulse is shown for a number of clock periods.

If the shift register used has eight stages it will contain the pattern of the last eight bits of data that were applied to the input. This pattern remains static in the register during the period between the clock pulses. Since the decoder clock is synchronised to the incoming data the pattern in the data stream will move steadily through the shift register. At any given clock time the last eight bits of data received will be held in the shift register and may be examined simultaneously to see if they match the pattern of the framing code word.

Simple frame detector

To detect the presence of the framing code pattern in the shift register the simplest approach is to make use of a coincidence gate circuit as shown in Fig. 8. For this purpose an eight-input NAND gate, such as the 7430, is used to detect a match with the code pattern.

In a NAND gate the output will go to the 0 state only when all of the inputs are at the 1 level. If any of the inputs is at 0 the output of the gate will be at the 1 level.

The pattern chosen for the framing code is 11100100. Now if we assume that the code has been received and is correctly lined up in the shift register then the states of the individual stages of the register will be as shown in Fig. 8. From the stages that are at the 1 level the outputs are simply fed directly to the inputs of the gate G5. Where the shift register stages are at 0 the output signals are inverted by the gates G1, G2, G3 and G4 to produce 1 level inputs for the gate G5. When the correct pattern of bits exists in the register all of the inputs of the coincidence gate G5 will be at the 1 level and its output will drop to the 0 level.

After the next clock pulse is applied to the register the matching conditions will no longer apply and at least one of the inputs to G5 will go to 0 thus driving its output to the 1 state. The output from G5 is therefore only at 0 for the one clock period when the pattern in the register matches the framing code. This output pulse gives the reference point from which the word timing will be measured.

Fig. 4: Non return to zero (NRZ) data coding.
(a) (top) Signal as received.
(b) (bottom) Signal after pulse shaping.

Fig. 5: Clock run in and framing code sequence.

Clock run in | Clock run in | Framing code |
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 | 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 |

Fig. 6: Organisation of a three-stage shift register.
Single error detection

A simple framing code detector such as the one just described will only operate properly when the received signal is perfect. Under normal conditions the received signal is likely to be affected by interference and noise which would upset this simple detector.

When the pattern for the framing code word was chosen, this problem was catered for by arranging that the code would still allow accurate selection of the reference point even if one of the bits in the pattern is in error. To make use of this feature however a rather more complex detection system is required.

The pattern of bits held in the shift register at successive clock pulses as the framing code pattern passes through it was shown in Fig. 7. On the first step the register contains the final eight bits of the clock run-in signal. At step nine the framing code is correctly lined up in the register and this is the only step where all of the bits held will match the framing code pattern. After step nine the next data word starts to enter the register and the bits are shown as Xs because they will vary from one data line to the next. Because of this variation it must be assumed that sometimes these bits may match with the bits of the pattern being searched for.

During the first eight clock periods a maximum of five of the bit states in the register will match with the pattern of the framing code. The four unused inputs of gates G1, G3, G5 and G7. This gate gives a 0 output when a correct match for correct 1 states in stages C and F. For those stages which should be at 0, such as D and E a NOR gate (G5) is used to detect that both the other is at 1 so that both of the two bits is therefore in error. If both inputs are at the same state the gate output is at 0. These four gates now give us an 'error' condition for each of the bit pairs.

Gate G9 is fed with the 'true' outputs from gates G1, G3, G5 and G7. This gate gives a 0 output when a correct match of all the framing code bits is detected. Gates G10 to G13 are fed with combinations of three 'true' and one 'error' state for the four pairs of bits to produce the other four acceptable code patterns where only one bit is in error.

Now the output of one of the gates G9 to G13 will go to 0 whenever an acceptable code is detected. These gate outputs are fed to five of the inputs of a 7430 NAND gate G14. The three unused inputs of G14 are set to the 1 level. When any of the inputs of gate G14 is at 0 its output is at 1 and this will occur when an acceptable code is in the register.

Fig. 7: Data movement through the register. The framing code word is indicated by the shaded section. In this drawing data is moving from left to right.

Fig. 8: A simple framing code word detector circuit.
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Fig. 9: A circuit capable of correctly detecting the framing code even in the presence of one error in the received signal.

Fig. 10: A basic circuit for serial to parallel conversion of the incoming teletext data.

Serial-parallel conversion

Once the framing code has been detected and the start of the data words located, the next stage is to convert the data from serial form into parallel form where each bit of the word is presented on a separate wire and held stable for a complete word period.

The basic circuit arrangement for the serial to parallel conversion is shown in Fig. 10. Here the outputs from the stages of the shift register are connected directly to the inputs of a second register, the parallel register. When a clock pulse is applied to the second register the data transfers directly so that this register takes up the state of the shift register. If this clock pulse is applied only when the data word is correctly set up in the shift register it will remain in the second register for the next eight shift pulses applied to the shift register. The clock for the second register is simply obtained by dividing the shift register clock by eight. For this a counter can be used and to ensure correct timing the counter is reset to zero when the framing code is detected.

From the parallel register the outputs are taken on eight separate wires which then act as the main data bus feeding data to the rest of the decoder system.

So far, the decoder system has locked its internal clock to the incoming data and detected the framing code for correct word synchronisation. The data has also been changed from the serial form to parallel for later use in the decoding process. Next month we shall be looking at the decoding of the row and page addresses.
During the past two years videotape recorders, in their various forms, have begun to make a considerable impact on the domestic and educational television markets. Regrettably, there is as yet no recognised standard of tape format or recording parameters for this type of VTR. Because of this there are many different formats in use, each of which is incompatible with machines produced by other manufacturers. The two inch tape format used in broadcast videotape recording was standardised in the late 1950s, and since then there has been only one major alteration – due to the changeover from monochrome to colour. The range of VTRs available to the public at the moment is quite large, from the complete portable unit manufactured by Sony, shown on our front cover, to the larger reel-to-reel machines manufactured by Bell and Howell.

This is the first of a series of articles on the videotape recording techniques used in machines intended for the educational and domestic markets. In later articles the Philips Video Cassette Recorder (VCR) will be dealt with in detail. This machine was launched on the domestic market about eighteen months ago and, priced at about £550, is well within the range of many colour TV set owners. With its obvious advantages over video disc systems it would seem only a matter of time before it becomes as commonplace as the colour receiver is today.

Magnetic Recording

Before describing any tape recording system it is necessary to study the fundamentals of magnetic recording, and to discuss the differences in the techniques used in audio and video tape recorders. As sound is recorded in the conventional manner in all VTRs it is a convenient starting point on familiar ground.

The range of audio frequencies that are recorded on a good quality tape recorder will cover 25Hz to 25kHz, a span of almost 10 octaves (25Hz doubled in frequency 10 times). The highest frequency that the machine will record is determined by three factors: the tape speed, the magnetic particle size of the tape, and the width of the gap in the record/playback head. This highest frequency is known as the extinction frequency and can be calculated as follows:

\[
\frac{\text{Tape speed}}{\text{Head gap-width}} \cdot \text{Extinction frequency}
\]

If the frequency of extinction is set at 25kHz and the tape speed at 19cm/s (7.5in/s), the head gap will be:

\[
\text{Head gap} = \frac{\text{Tape speed}}{\text{Extinction frequency}} = \frac{19 \times 10}{25 000} = 0.0076\text{mm} (0.0003\text{in})
\]

This would more commonly be spoken of as 76 microns (or 0.3 'thou').

Having selected the tape speed and the head gap of the audio recording system, a bias frequency has to be fixed to enable the audio signal to be recorded on the linear part of the tape transfer characteristic. This is shown in Fig. 1. The frequency of the h.f. bias is normally three times the highest frequency recorded; for the system just explained this would mean a bias frequency of 75kHz. The sinewave signal is also applied to the erase head so that pre-recorded information can be removed before new information is recorded.

Most of the problems in tape recording, whether audio or video, are encountered in the playback process. The voltage output of the replay head is directly proportional to the rate of change of the flux at the head. This rate of change is of course proportional to the frequency of the signal being replayed, and the resulting induced voltage rises by 6dB per octave. This means that the output at the lowest frequency of 25Hz will theoretically be 60dB below the level at 25kHz, see Fig. 2.

This rise of 6dB per octave is modified in many ways by other losses present in the playback path. The falloff in output level as the frequency of extinction is approached is one of the factors to be taken into consideration. Any gap between the head and the tape surface gives rise to spacing losses, this loss is again effective at the higher frequencies. One other cause of high frequency loss is incorrect azimuth of the record/playback head, a common fault in many audio tape recorders. After all these losses are taken into consideration the overall playback response is as shown in Fig. 3. In audio tape recording this response is equalised during recording and playback to produce a flat frequency response at the output of the machine.

If we now examine video tape recording, many problems will become apparent. First of all, the frequency spectrum of the video signal is from d.c. to 5.5MHz, an infinite number of
octaves, but if we take the spectrum to be between 25Hz and 5.5MHz it will span a range of 18 octaves. If the frequency of extinction of the video recorder is set at 5.5MHz, and the same head gap as the audio recorder is used, the new tape speed will be:

\[
\text{Tape speed} = \frac{f_{\text{Ex}} \times T}{\text{Head gap}} \\
= 5.5 \times 10^6 \times 7.6 \times 10^{-4} \text{cm/s} \\
= 4180 \text{cm/s (1650in/s)}
\]

It can easily be seen that a machine with a tape travelling at this speed (nearly 100mph) would be impractical, if not dangerous to the operator! A one hour programme would require 100 miles of tape!

If we put this problem aside for a moment and consider other problems such as the h.f. bias frequency, we will find even further complications. Assuming that the bias frequency is again three times $f_{\text{EXT}}$, this would put it up to 16.5MHz, so that the oscillator would have to be well screened to avoid r.f. radiation problems and beat patterns with the video frequencies. The output level from the playback head will still rise at 6dB per octave, which would mean that the field sync information at 25Hz would be more than 100dB below the level of the highest recorded frequency. If this signal could be equalised to produce a flat response, the field information would be at or below the level of the noise of the equaliser. Because of the higher head to tape speeds used in VTRs the problem of spacing loss becomes greater, although this can be partially solved by making the record/playback head push into the tape by about 250 microns (1 "thou").

To summarise the problems that have been outlined, the video tape recorder has to be able to:

(a) Reduce the number of octaves occupied by the video signal without affecting the horizontal resolution of the picture.
(b) Produce a high head to tape speed and at the same time keep the speed of the tape down to an economic rate.
(c) Produce a tape path that will ensure good head to tape contact without introducing excess friction.
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Fig. 4: A typical VTR signal frequency spectrum.

(d) If h.f. bias is used it must be at a frequency that will not
beat with the h.f. content of the video signal, but is not so
high as to produce r.f. radiation from the machine.

Bandwidth reduction

The effective bandwidth of the video signal can be reduced
by raising the frequency to be recorded. If the video
frequencies could be transposed to lie between 10MHz and
15-5MHz then less than one octave would be covered, thus
making the theoretical change in gain over the band less than
6dB. This is not the complete answer however, because the
h.f. bias frequency would still be too high. If frequency
modulation of the video signal was used, the bandwidth of the
signal would be slightly higher than that described above, but
well within the system capabilities of a VTR.

Frequency modulation of the video signal before it is
recorded on the tape has other advantages. In the first place
an h.f. bias signal is not required because the f.m. carrier will
act as its own bias signal. Secondly an f.m. system is less
susceptible to amplitude variations, so greater variations in
spacing loss can be tolerated. In practice a carrier at
approximately 3MHz is used, corresponding to sync tips, and
this is deviated up to approximately 4.5MHz at peak white. A
typical frequency spectrum is shown in Fig. 4.

Tape speed

The system described above can only work if a high head to
tape speed is used, and as we have seen a system with a
stationary head is going to result in a very high tape speed. An
alternative does exist however, and that is to move both the
tape and the record/playback head so that the resultant speed
between the two is high. If the head is mounted on the
circumference of a drum, around which the tape is wrapped,
relatively high speeds can be produced. Let us take as an
example the situation of the record/playback head mounted
on a drum of diameter 178mm (7in). The circumference of the
drum is therefore 559mm (22in). If the drum revolves at field
frequency the head to tape speed is 50 x Circumference =
2794cm/s (1100in/s). If the previous head gap of 76 microns
(0.3 'thou') is used then the frequency of extinction will be
3.66MHz. Much smaller head gaps are common on
videotape recorders, meaning that the diameter of the drum
and the tape speed can both be reduced without any great
effect on the performance of the machine. The Philips VCR for
instance has a drum diameter of 104mm (4-1in) and a head
to tape speed of 792-23cm/s (319-037in/s). The speed of the

Fig. 5: The three basic tape path arrangements used in
videotape recorders:-
(a) Omega (Ω) wrap.
(b) Alpha (α) wrap.
(c) Half wrap.

Fig. 6: The tape path around the head drum and detail of the
video head mounting.
tape makes little difference in this system and is mainly used to separate the information laid down on the tape. Early machines had the tape and the head travelling in opposite directions, but on modern machines both travel in the same direction so that wear on the tape and the head is reduced.

**Tape path**

The path taken by the tape around the circumference of the drum housing the video head can be varied considerably, and it is this that produces the main incompatibility between machines of different manufacturers. There are three basic ways in which the tape can be wrapped around the drum – these are the Omega, Alpha and Half Wraps, illustrated in Fig. 5. The path taken by the tape between the feed spool and the drum, and between the drum and the take-up spool can differ enormously, especially in cassette machines where the machine has to remove the tape from the cassette and wrap it around the head drum.

As the tape is wrapped around the drum it takes the form of a helix, hence the term helical scan. The video head is normally mounted in a horizontal plane, and the resultant scan travels obliquely across the tape. This is shown in Fig. 6, where it can be seen that if the head is travelling in an anticlockwise direction and the tape in a clockwise direction, the head will scan the tape obliquely from the bottom to the top.

If the tape is unwrapped from the drum then the basic format will be similar to that shown in Fig. 7. The audio track is normally recorded along the lower edge of the tape with the control track, which will be explained later, along the upper edge. Standard techniques are used to record the audio track, which will therefore not be dealt with in depth beyond this point. The length of the video scan is one TV field, but it will be noticed that the audio and control tracks, plus the space between the two edges of the tape when it is wrapped around the head drum, will cause a gap in the information between one field and the next.

**Information gap**

Exactly where this gap is placed in the picture seems to be a matter of choice between manufacturers. Some, such as Sony, place it directly after the field sync information. This has the disadvantage that the line oscillator will lose synchronisation during field blanking and will possibly not relock in time before the picture information of the next field is displayed. The advantage of placing the gap after field sync is that it is outside the active picture time, and cannot be seen by the viewer. Other manufacturers, such as Philips, prefer to place it at the bottom of the picture directly before the field sync. The line oscillator of the receiver will still lose synchronisation during field blanking and will possibly not relock in time before the picture information of the next field is displayed. The disadvantage of this method is of course that the drop-out will occur during the picture time and will therefore be seen by the viewer.

The half-wrap format is one widely used at the moment. A typical tape path as used by Sony is shown in Fig. 8. If two video heads are used on the drum, each recording one field, the drum has to revolve at picture frequency (25 Hz), rather than at field frequency (50Hz). This reduction of load to tape speed will of course reduce the bandwidth of the recorded signal.

A typical tape path as used by Sony is shown in Fig. 8. If the tape is followed from left to right then the sequence of events during the record mode can be traced. As the tape leaves the feed spool it passes via a tension arm and two tape guides to the master erase head. This head will erase the whole width of the tape if an ordinary recording is being made, or selected parts of the tape if editing is required, for example an audio only edit. After erasure of the tape the video information is recorded across the tape as previously described, and afterwards the audio and control tracks are recorded longitudinally along the edge of the tape. The h.f. bias of the audio signal partially erases the video information that lies in its path. Any remaining information will produce a

*continued on page 488*
Gradual Brightness Increase

The Murphy Model V849 (Bush TV125 series) was probably one of the last examples of a hand-wired chassis. We were called in to see one of these very good old dual-standard sets which had lost definition. The main complaint made by the owner however was that the brightness level gradually increased from switch-on, so that after about half an hour there were no black or dark tones in the picture which became unwatchable. Drift in picture brightness level is generally caused by internal leakage in the c.r.t., but checks proved that this was not the case in this instance - the gradual increase in brightness being due instead to a proportional decrease in the c.r.t.'s cathode voltage.

These sets use a PCF80 as the video amplifier, the triode section being used as a cathode-follower which is d.c. coupled to the c.r.t. cathode. The triode grid is in turn d.c. coupled to the anode of the pentode section. This arrangement gives a much better bandwidth/gain figure than can be obtained using a cathode-cathode follower removes the c.r.t. and sync separator input capacitance from the pentode's anode load circuit, which in this chassis consists of a single 10k resistor.

When the set was switched on from cold the c.r.t. cathode voltage was found to be below normal. This meant that the PCF80 triode cathode and grid and the pentode anode voltages were also below normal, due it was discovered to be the 10k anode load resistor having increased in value to about 20k. On fitting a correct value resistor the brightness level returned to normal and stayed so, while the definition improved 100%, giving a really excellent picture from the original c.r.t.

This makes one wonder how many old receivers have changed value anode load resistors, probably giving the impression that the i.f. alignment has gradually drifted from optimum. Usually it's the cathode, screen grid feed, or cathode bias stabilising resistors that change value, the symptoms, due to the incorrect d.c. conditions, being sync pulse crushing on 405 lines and highlight limiting on 625 lines - since the pentode is operating on the curved part of its characteristic. For good tonal reproduction, video output pentode voltages must be close to the correct figures.

Incorrect Colours

The fault reported on a set fitted with the Thorn 8000 chassis was incorrect colours, and on examination we found that this was due to complete absence of red picture content. This suggested that the red output transistor was at fault and as anticipated we found that its collector voltage was the same as the h.t. rail voltage, i.e. 180V, thus biasing off the red gun of the c.r.t. The base and emitter voltages were below normal, though there was adequate base-emitter voltage. Everything pointed therefore to an open-circuit collector-base junction and a resistance check showed that this was the case. A new BF238 and adjustment of the red drive preset resulted in a first class picture.

Power Supply Faults - Rank S-S Colour Chassis

There are three fuses on the power supply panel used in the Rank A823 single-standard colour chassis, a 5A fuse in series with the mains input, a 2A fuse in series with the a.c. feed to the l.t. bridge rectifier, and a 600mA h.t. fuse. The cause of the 5A fuse blowing is generally a short in the thyristor h.t. rectifier, while the cause of the 2A fuse blowing is almost always a short in one or more of the l.t. bridge rectifier diodes.

In a Bush Model CTV182 that came in recently with the complaint no results two of the diodes in the BY164 bridge rectifier circuit were found to be shorted. After replacing them and switching on however there was only the slightest suggestion of l.t. across the various 2,5000F reservoir/smoothing capacitors in the circuit. Tests showed that the normal a.c. input to the bridge was present, the cause of the trouble being traced to a dry-joint between one of the diode leadout wires and the printed panel. Resoldering this connection restored normal l.t. supplies. The lower the impedance of a circuit, the more pronounced the effect of a dry-joint - and l.t. supply circuits are of comparatively low resistance.

Gradual Picture Deterioration

A set fitted with the ITT VC100 chassis would work normally for about a quarter of an hour from a cold switch on. The picture quality and contrast would then gradually deteriorate, giving the impression of a low-emission c.r.t. The standard of line locking would also deteriorate, and it would usually be necessary to readjust the hold control after each channel change. In view of the delay before the fault symptoms appeared the first suspicion was naturally a faulty valve. Changing all possibles failed to clear the trouble however.

The second i.f. amplifier valve V6 (EF184) seemed much hotter than normal for a valve of this type, and voltage checks showed that both its screen grid and anode voltages were considerably below the correct figure (165V). A short across the cathode bias resistor was first suspected, but instead the trouble was found to be due to a slight positive voltage on its control grid. This could be caused only by a leak in the coupling capacitor C44 (120pF) from the anode circuit of the preceding stage, and on replacing...
this the anode and screen grid voltages returned to normal and there was no further picture quality deterioration. To obtain perfect line sync however it was found necessary to replace the two OA91 diodes in the flywheel sync discriminator circuit.

**Intermittent Bottom Cramping**

An interesting field timebase fault was encountered recently in a set fitted with the Thorn 1400 chassis. At first the picture had rolled a lot when the set was switched on, settling down after a few minutes. Then really had intermittent bottom cramping, extending almost a third of the way up the screen from the base of the raster, had developed. Occasionally there would be complete field collapse. Though we hardly expected that it would cure the trouble, a new PCL805 field timebase valve was fitted to see whether this produced any improvement — with any fault you must start work on the basis that all relevant valves are o.k. There was no improvement at all. Now had bottom cramping and/or foldover at the base of the raster generally suggests insufficient bias, the positive going second half of the field drive waveform, producing the bottom half of the raster, almost or completely overcoming the bias on the valve. possibly even running the control grid positive.

In this chassis however the system of biasing the field output pentode is unusual (see Fig. 1). Instead of using a cathode bias resistor, a negative voltage from a point along the rectified heater supply chain is applied to the grid circuit via R105. The idea is to prevent the set being used should the heater rectifier go short circuit, since in this event the a.c. applied to the PCL805's pentode control grid will constantly trip it. The pentode's cathode is connected directly to chassis.

On checking at the control grid we found zero voltage. Now the mean value of the negative voltage that should be present is not given in the service manual, since the high value of the feed resistors makes the reading very dependent on the internal resistance of the meter used to check it. Nevertheless a clearly discernable negative potential should be found whatever the meter. On making further checks we found zero potential at each end of R105, also at each end of R110 and at the junction R108/R110. At the junction R108/R109 however there was zero voltage. There was near normal voltage at the anode of the triode section of the valve, so it seemed that the absence of bias on the pentode was due to R108 being open-circuit. It looked in good shape however, and doesn't pass current, so we became sceptical about this possibility. We then realised that a slight leak in C93 could remove the negative supply to the pentode's control grid circuit while as the pentode's cathode is connected directly to chassis the grid and cathode will act as a diode, preventing the grid becoming positive. So C93 was disconnected, and the pentode control grid then registered a negative voltage. On replacing C93 a perfect, stable raster was obtained.

Although the effect of the leak in C93 was so marked, a resistance test on the capacitor out of circuit showed only a very small leak.

It may seem surprising incidentally to find the heavy 50Hz ripple in the supply from the heater chain filtered by only an 0.1μF capacitor (C95) — normally electrolytic capacitors are required to remove 50Hz ripple. The reason is that zero d.c. is passed. Thus although the reactance of C95 to the a.c. component is high the resistance of R105 is very much higher and nearly all the ripple voltage is developed across this resistor.

**Cut-out Blowing**

The mains cut-out on a set fitted with the Thorn 3000 chassis repeatedly blew, but a resistance check failed to indicate a definite short in the receiver. On examining the power supply board we found the cause to be leakage from the 1,000μF capacitor C607 which is the reservoir for the 30V supply rectifier. The leakage was providing a conductive path from the two rectifiers W603/4 used in this full-wave rectifier circuit. No further trouble was experienced after thoroughly cleaning the printed board and replacing the capacitor.

**Brightness and Colouring Variations**

The complaint with a Pye dual-standard colour receiver (691 chassis) was that the brightness level and picture colouring would intermittently vary together. On examination we found this to be the case and as no particular colour seemed to be involved our first move was to change the PL802 luminance output valve. Thus although we had thought the fault to be due to the anode and screen grid voltages, the mains filter choke was removed and the D105 diode was checked and found to be normal after replacing this device.

![Fig. 1: Method used in the Thorn 1400 chassis to bias the field output pentode.](image-url)
PART 17

Peter GRAVES

This series of articles has concentrated on the CCTV camera and monitor — digressing only to discuss equipment directly connected with their operation and setting up (such as the sync pulse generator and the grating and dot generator). On the applications side there are a number of pieces of auxiliary equipment such as camera housings, remote positioning devices and video signal mixing equipment that may be encountered. Although many of these devices are “one-offs” for specific jobs, it is possible to make some generalisations about the more common items.

Pan and tilt head

The pan and tilt head is a remote positioning device enabling the camera to rotate in two axes so that a large area may be viewed. Fig. 1 shows the difference between the terms pan and tilt which are also used in connection with ordinary tripods and camera mounts. Many cameras used with a pan and tilt head are also fitted with a zoom lens — a very useful combination allowing large areas to be scanned or a small area to be viewed in detail.

In its simplest form a pan and tilt head (sometimes abbreviated to P & T head) has two electric motors independently driving the two axes, something like the sketch shown in Fig. 2. The motors are geared down and complete rotation on either axis is prevented by limit switches mounted inside the body of the unit and operated by moving cams or pins. These can be set to allow any desired degree of travel up to a full circle, further rotation is undesirable to prevent snarling up the cables — of which more later.

The operating control can be a set of four switches for the four functions (Pan Right, Pan Left, Tilt Up, Tilt Down) but more commonly, and more conveniently, a joystick is used (Fig. 3) operating microswitches as it is pushed from its central position. A pan and tilt head operated by a joystick control will be familiar to viewers of the “Golden Shot” programme, the button shown in Fig. 3 being used to fire the crossbow. The joystick panel markings refer to the direction in which the camera will move when that function is selected. If the joystick is pushed to the right, the camera will move to the right. However, the picture on the monitor will appear to move to the left and this can be confusing until some experience is gained in operating the equipment. Normally, pushing the joystick to a corner will simultaneously operate both functions selected so that the camera will move diagonally.

Braking

A simplified circuit of a pan and tilt head and its control unit is shown in Fig. 4. The motors are fed from the mains and have split fields so that they can be reversed by applying power to the appropriate winding. The limit switch opens the winding in use when the limit of travel in that direction has been reached, preventing further rotation so that the motor can then only be driven in the opposite direction. The arrangement described above is fine as far as it goes, but a camera, maybe in a weatherproof housing with its auxiliary gear, is pretty heavy and once moving is not so easy to stop. The motor tends to overrun after the joystick has been released, which is extremely irritating when trying to line the camera up on a specific object particularly one that is moving irregularly. It is desirable to brake the rotation as soon as the power to the motor is turned off and this can be done electrically or mechanically with brakes that are held off while the power is on to the motor.

To do it electrically (a common method) two microswitches are fitted to each position of the joystick; one acts as described before, turning the power on to one of the field windings of the motor and the other (which acts as a brake) turns off the current to this winding as soon as the power is removed. Alternatively, a mechanical brake can be used which releases itself when power is applied.
motor, while the other is set to operate as the first is released and it injects d.c. (typically 20-30V) into the motor field winding. The magnetic fields set up inside the motor rapidly bring it to a halt. It is also normal practice to fit suppression components onto all the current-carrying contacts to prevent arcing. There is no reason why the microswitches in the control unit should carry mains current; it is safer and sometimes more convenient to use them to switch low-voltage relays nearer the pan and tilt head which, in turn, switch the mains. For really long distance work (over several miles) the microswitches control tone generators (accurate audio oscillators) which are then fed to tuned relays switching the mains. If really long distance work is impossible to know exactly what its final length will be. We know that it will be, perhaps, about 10 metres but this is not good enough to avoid waste when it comes to be cut up into smaller pieces. The girder (as an example) after rolling passes along a set of steel rollers until it comes up against a stop. The camera, mounted in the roof on a tilt-only head, is scanned along the length of the girder until a graticule line — marked permanently on the tube target during the manufacturing process — coincides with the end of the girder. A zoom lens gives a close up view allowing for more accurate setting.

Practical application

To clarify the application let’s look at a practical example (Fig. 6). When an ingot of steel (strictly called a billet of steel) is rolled out into, say a girder or railway line it is impossible to know exactly what its final length will be. We know that it will be, perhaps, about 10 metres but this is not good enough to avoid waste when it comes to be cut up into smaller pieces. The girder (as an example) after rolling passes along a set of steel rollers until it comes up against a stop. The camera, mounted in the roof on a tilt-only head, is scanned along the length of the girder until a graticule line — marked permanently on the tube target during the manufacturing process — coincides with the end of the girder. A zoom lens gives a close up view allowing for more accurate setting.

Since the camera is fitted at a known height above the stop, the amount of rotation is a measure of the girder’s length and an optical encoder fitted to the rotating axis can measure this off. If the height above the stop is h metres and the angle turned through by the head is θ then the length of the girder is: L = h tan θ metres. A processing circuit following the encoder performs this calculation...
continuously as the camera is moved and gives a direct readout of the girder’s length on a digital display. This can be fed directly to a computer in which is stored the length requirements for all the firm’s customers. When the length of all the girders is known, the computer can be programmed to work out the most economical way of cutting them up to produce the minimum amount of waste.

**Safety precautions**

One hazard of using pan and tilt heads out of doors is the danger of leaving the camera in such a position that the tube could be damaged by unwanted light (such as that from street lights) falling on it or forgetting that the sun, which may be out of the way when the camera was parked, can move so that it shines on the vidicon, causing irreparable damage. In areas where this danger could exist (particularly if unskilled personnel use the equipment) it is advisable to fit a sun shutter, a small flap which can be moved in front of the vidicon by an actuator. These are made fail safe so that turning the power off causes the shutter to drop into the protective position. More sophisticated versions incorporate a photocell fitted at the front of the camera to close the shutter if the camera points at the sun during operation.

An alternative and cheaper method, which is useful if the area viewed looks similar in all directions (leading to confusion over where the camera is pointing) is to fit a target board at some convenient point where there is no danger of unwanted light damaging the vidicon. After use, the camera is parked looking at the board and slightly defocused to prevent the image of the board being imprinted permanently on the vidicon target.

**Using cameras out of doors**

Weather-proof housings, mentioned above, are essential for any camera used out of doors to keep the camera dry, warm in winter, cool in summer and to give it a clear window to look out of under all conditions. It must also be capable of taking the camera and remote control cables, which are generally admitted from underneath the housing through watertight glands to prevent leaks. At the front is a flat windscreen fitted with a remotely-controlled windscreen wiper driven by a motor inside the housing – just like a car but on a smaller scale. Windscreen washers can also be fitted for particularly dirty situations but normally the rain is enough to keep the window clear. A pair of thermostatically controlled tubular heaters (about 250W total in a typical unit) are fitted inside the housing to combat condensation and icing. To control this, the camera is mounted and (typically) a terminal strip used for the mains supply and the remote control wiring. More sophisticated versions incorporate a photocell fitted at the front of the camera to close the shutter if the camera points at the sun during operation.

An alternative and cheaper method, which is useful if the area viewed looks similar in all directions (leading to confusion over where the camera is pointing) is to fit a target board at some convenient point where there is no danger of unwanted light damaging the vidicon. After use, the camera is parked looking at the board and slightly defocused to prevent the image of the board being imprinted permanently on the vidicon target.

Lens. Since many of these terminals carry full mains voltage care must be taken when removing the cover if the mains cannot be turned off. The cover itself is fairly large and no light weight with cables to things like the wiper motor and heaters attached to it, so a rather delicate balancing act is sometimes called for. Many remote cameras live up to their name and the only way of reaching them is by a platform lift truck such as is used to service street lamps or by acrobatics at the top of tall buildings. To remove the housing cover on one installation the author worked on involved straddling the parapet railing with a 14-storey sheer drop down one side – CCTV work can have a hazardous side to it!

Modern weatherproof housings are very reliable and, in the author’s experience, the main trouble arises from connections to the terminal strip working loose or being torn off while removing the lid, or being trapped when it is replaced. If there is any likelihood of damage being caused by dropping the lid as it is removed, a safety chain between it and the base is advisable. When working on the exposed camera under these conditions tools can be tied to some safe point by thin string or wire, a sheet steel tray is sometimes fitted below the camera to catch any dropped items.

**Furnace supervision**

Cameras used for furnace supervision (for instance, in a power station or cement kiln) require more specialised forms of housings. These cameras are used to view the fuel burners of the furnace, allowing an experienced operator to gain much valuable information regarding conditions within the furnace from the size and appearance of the flames. The camera housing is tubular (and is sometimes referred to as a bomb housing from its appearance) and bolts directly onto the furnace wall looking through an aperture cut for the purpose.

Water cooling of the parts in contact with the furnace minimises heat transfer to the camera, and compressed air is fed up a large-diameter, asbestos-covered tube with the camera cable running up its centre. The air passes round the camera and out of

*continued on page 485*
The long awaited Sporadic E season has arrived! From the second week of May very strong openings have been occurring daily, providing excellent reception from most European countries. At this stage it is difficult to say how the season will turn out, but experience so far can be summarised as follows. Signals have been mainly of medium to long distance, relatively few short distance, i.e. up to 700 miles, signals having been seen. The direction of reception has varied, with no specific path favoured. There have as yet been none of the always hoped for exotic signals, but this is certainly something to be looked out for in the coming weeks – by the time this column is read I'm certain something will have been received. For my part I'm hoping to receive Jordan channel E3: this signal has evaded me for many years and although near misses last year included Lebanon ch. E4 and a mysterious (and as yet unidentified) announcer wearing a fez, still no Amman!

The Month's Log

As I was away on holiday during the first part of May log keeping was taken over by our Derby friends Keith Hamer and Garry Smith. Their combined log up to the 11th is as follows:

1/5/75 RTP (Portugal) ch. E2; RTVE (Spain) E4 – both SpE.
2/5/75 Switzerland E3 – MS (meteor shower).
3/5/75 ORF (Austria) E2a; TVP (Poland) R1; Switzerland E3 – all MS.
4/5/75 CST (Czechoslovakia) RI; MT (Hungary) R1; Switzerland E2 – all MS.
5/5/75 Switzerland E3; CST R1; ORF E2a – all MS.
6/5/75 RTVE E3; CST R1 – both MS.
7/5/75 RTVE E3; RA1 (Italy) IA; TVP R1 – all SpE; CST R1 – MS.
8/5/75 TVP R1; CST R1; ORF E2a – all MS.
9/5/75 TVP R1; ORF E2a – both MS.
10/5/75 TVP R1; ORF E2a; RA1 IB – all MS.
11/5/75 CST RI; MT R1 – both MS.

Continuing for the rest of the period with my own log:

12/5/75 JRT (Yugoslavia) E4; RA1 IA; ORF E2a; RTVE E2; SR (Sweden) E2; DFF (East Germany) E3; CST R1; TVP R1; 2; TSS (USSR) R1, 2 – all SpE, in fact a very good opening which lasted most of the day!
13/5/75 YLE (Finland) E2; TSS R1; SR E2; NRK (Norway) E2 – all SpE.
14/5/75 RA1 IA; unidentified programmes on R1, 2 – all SpE; SR E4 – MS.
15/5/75 MT R1; 2; JRT E3; 4 – all SpE; TVP R1 – MS.
16/5/75 RA1 IA; CST R1; DFF E4 – all MS.
17/5/75 TSS R1; SR E2, 4 – all SpE; DFF E4; CST R1; RTVE E2; MT R1 – all MS.
18/5/75 RTVE E2, 3, 4; RTP E3; NRK E2, 3; SR E4 – all SpE.
19/5/75 RA1 IA; TVP R1, 2; plus unidentified programmes – all SpE.
20/5/75 Unidentified programmes on R1, 2.
21/5/75 TVP R1, 2; RTP E3; DFF E4; unidentified programmes – all SpE.

Excellent Tropospheric conditions were present during the 19th-21st: many French u.h.f. stations were received here.
22/5/75 TVP R1, 2 – SpE. The ch. R2 signal was from the low-power (1kW e.r.p.) second chain transmitter at either Krakow or Wroclaw.
23/5/75 DFF E4 – MS; MT R1; RTVE E2 – both SpE.
24/5/75 RTVE E2, 3, 4; NRK E2, 3; YLE E2; WG (West Germany) E3; SR E2, 3; TSS R2; TVP R2; CST R1 – all SpE.
26/5/75 DFF E4 plus unidentified PM544 test card on ch. E4 at 0740 – both MS.

Matters Arising

As can be seen then the season really opened up from the second week and apart from several days without signals there have been long duration conditions for much of the time. There seems to be a tendency for the higher frequency signals (E4 and Band II) to be less in evidence though other enthusiasts have seen signals up to ch. R4, including TVR (Rumania), TSS and TVP. The new Spanish test card has been observed on a number of occasions. Both Garry Smith and Ian Beckett have seen a mystery signal from ORF (Austria) on ch. E3. There are five transmitters operating on this channel in Austria but the highest has a power of only 100W – so either a new transmitter has opened or our friends have received one of these low-power relay stations!

Garry Smith gives warning about confusing captions: he received a caption from JRT on ch. E3 with “SKENDIJA” and underneath “RTP”. Care is obviously necessary over this logging. On the 19th I noticed the old circular West German test card on ch. E25 at 2250. This faded to a very low level and was followed by a clock and the news at 2300. I suspect this was BRT (Belgium) ch. E25 and not West Germany: has anyone else seen Belgian TV using alternative test cards?

News Items

East Europe: It appears that CST-1 (Czechoslovakia) has been including colour test transmissions during normal programme periods since May 1st. Up till then all colour tests were on CST-2. It is planned that TVP (Poland) transmissions will be 100% colour by 1978. A new 200kW transmitter is operating on ch. R26 at Tokaj (Hungary).

Eire: Paul Duggan reports that the second chain will be operated by RTE. The channels have been allocated and equipment is being purchased. Except for u.h.f. coverage in the Dublin area all transmitters will operate at v.h.f. Initial tests will start in February 1976 with January 1st 1977 as the opening date.

Nigeria: Rivers State TV Service commenced test transmissions on ch. E10 on January 1st. The Beneu Plateau State TV station was commissioned in February, covering three-quarters of the state. Colour TV is to be introduced in the mid-west later this year and the government has announced that a national colour
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TV service covering the whole country is to be built during the period covered by the Third National Development Plan.

Iran: Iranian Radio and Television has signed an agreement with a French company to manufacture transmission equipment in Iran under licence. There is to be rapid expansion of broadcasting in Iran, including two TV networks. The country is vast, so a great number of transmitters and relays will be required.

China: A second TV channel is now in operation at Canton on ch. R8.

Libya: New transmitters and links are to be installed deep in the Sahara to extend the coverage which is at present mainly limited to the coastal area.

Present Sunspot Cycle

A report from Pat Dyer via the WTFDA indicates that on the basis of recent Swiss and American sunspot counts the sunspot minimum during the present cycle will not occur during August this year as previously expected but during 1976 or 1977. There is further gloom since it is now being predicted that the next cycle (21) will have a maximum count less than the present declining one. This is sorry news for possible world-wide DX-TV via F2.

New Test Card Booklet

We mentioned briefly last month the new test card book Guide to World-Wide Television Test Cards by Keith Hamer and Garry Smith, and have now had an opportunity to examine it carefully. This excellent work has been compiled from their vast collection of test card photographs to give a really comprehensive guide which is an essential for all DXers. There are 264 photographs in all and a further 11 pages of text which includes world transmission standards and other notes. The 56-page booklet is available — with either green or magenta cover — from HS Publications at either 7 Epping Close, Mackworth Estate, Derby DE3 4HR, or 17 Collingham Gardens, Derby DE3 4FS. The price is £1.30 including postage to any part of the world. It is understood that only a limited first edition has been produced, so it may be wise to avoid delay in ordering.

Whilst on the subject of booklets please note that my Long Distance Television book is no longer available from Weston Publishing. All copies of the last edition have been sold. A new edition is being produced by Bernards and as soon as a publication date and other details are available these will be passed on.

TV in Eastern Europe – 2

Though the USSR extends far beyond Europe, it is logical to include it in this summary (continued from last month). The USSR has a vast complex of networks and several programme chains. Multi-lingual radio and TV is necessary because of the large number of nationalities within the USSR. TV broadcasting started from Moscow in 1946 and the ch. R1 outlet is still in operation though with power increased to 15kW. Ten years later the Moscow ch. R3 station came into operation while colour transmissions began in 1963 on ch. R8. Monochrome transmissions from Leningrad on ch. R1 started only a month after the first Moscow transmissions. Leningrad-2 subsequently opened on ch. R3. The Molinya satellite system was introduced in 1959-60. It provides network feeds for distant stations in the USSR and for OIRT networks in Eastern Europe. There are 34 main provincial TV centres, and over 120 programme centres plus some 161 which take the Moscow programmes on network. Most small local centres operate two channels. The NIIR colour system used is a modified version of the French SECAM system. The executive control centre is on Sjabolovka Street, Moscow, though the Moscow technical centre and studios are now at the Ostankino TV centre.

Reception of TSS (Televidenie Sovietskogo Soiuza) is relatively easy given favourable conditions, but problems arise since apart from the regional identifications transmitted at programme commencement identifying specific transmitters is difficult. A common test card is used. At times the electronic patterns carry network identifications (e.g. EESTI) but the 0249 card does not generally carry an identification.

Yugoslavia

Television began in Yugoslavia in May 1956 at Zagreb (Croatia). Transmissions from the capital, Belgrade (Serbia), started two years later. Yugoslavian TV is extremely regional, with entirely separate organisations for Belgrade, Zagreb, Ljubljana (Slovenia), Sarajevo (Bosnia and Herzegovina), Skopje (Macedonia) and Titograd (Montenegro). The central Yugoslavska Radio Televisija (JRT) and the Radio Television Belgrade (RTB) offices are at separate addresses in Belgrade. RTB operates ten main transmitters and a number of relay stations. Radio-TV Zagreb operates seven main transmitters.

The Slovenian networks are controlled by Radio-Television Ljubljana; the Krkavec transmitter (ch. E5) was one of the first in Yugoslavia. There are nine main stations and over eighty repeaters. The first Radio-TV Skopje experimental v.h.f. transmissions were in May 1961 while the Montenegro TV service was set up in May 1963 with transmitting centres at Bijelasica and Lovcen.

The various Band I Yugoslavian transmitters are well received in the UK when SpE conditions favour that direction. Recent reports indicate that a new ch. E2 outlet is in operation.

Grateful acknowledgement is due to Stuart Cox of the Whitton Press Ltd. for giving us permission to extract the information in these notes from the International Broadcast Engineer.

Book Recommendation

An interesting and enlightening account of television networks both in Europe and world-wide is given in The Universal Eye — World Television in the Seventies by Timothy Green (Bodley Head, published 1972). I recommend this to anyone interested in the subject.

New EBU Listings

West Germany: Göttingen ch. E21 e.r.p. reduced from 220kW to 160kW; Schnaitsee ch. E26 e.r.p. reduced from 500kW to 180kW; Langenburg ch. E28 e.r.p. reduced from 230kW to 200kW; Rhôn ch. E29 e.r.p. reduced from 490kW to 350kW; Höhbeck ch. E29 e.r.p. increased from 110kW to 160kW; Schnee-Eifel ch. E30 e.r.p. reduced from 250kW to 195kW; Baden-Baden ch. E31 e.r.p. reduced from 330kW to 220kW; Eggebirge ch. E31 e.r.p. reduced from 250kW to 175kW; Saarbrücken ch. E32 e.r.p. increased from 330kW to 470kW; Degendorf ch. E40 e.r.p. reduced from 400kW to 270kW; Baden-Baden ch. E41 e.r.p. reduced from 300kW to 150kW; Bad Marienberg ch. E44 e.r.p. increased from 138kW to 200kW; Hesselberg ch. E47 reduced from 260kW to 200kW; Eggebirge ch. E48 e.r.p. increased from 110kW to 190kW; Schnaitsee ch. E54 e.r.p. reduced from 252kW to 140kW.

Wideband Preamplifier IC

The OM185 hybrid integrated circuit used in the wide-band aerial preamplifier featured in the June issue of Television can be obtained from Ian C. Beckett, Gorran, Chackmore, Buckingham MK18 5JF. The cost is £10-95 which includes post and packing and VAT at 25%. Delivery is about fourteen days, depending on the stock situation at the manufacturers (Mullard).
NEW FRENCH TEST CARD AND SLIDES

(1) Télévision Française TF1 (French first chain) test card.

(2) Télévision Française identification slide.

(3) Antenne 2 (French second chain) identification slide.

(4) France Régions FR3 (French third chain) identification slide.

(5) A regional identification slide – FR3 Lille.

(6) Télédiffusion de France slide. TDF is the new overall organising body.

All photographs courtesy Ryn Muntjewerff.
The new Thorn 9000 colour chassis, built around the PIL c.r.t., introduces to the UK domestic electronics market circuitry which is both novel and ingenious—in particular the Syclops line output/regulated power supply arrangement. The purpose of this article is to explain the operation of this circuit and to discuss some servicing aspects; we shall also take a look at the rather unusual field output stage.

Syclops, derived from SYNchronous Convertor and Line Output Stage, has the somewhat abstract connection with its mythological namesake that whereas the latter saw all with one eye the former does all (or nearly so) with one transistor. By using a single transistor as both a power supply chopper and the line output device, economies have been achieved: the cash saved has been used to provide a really effective automatic overload trip circuit.

Evolution of Syclops

The way in which Syclops was evolved is illustrated in Fig. 1. Consider first the basic shunt chopper arrangement shown in Fig. 1(a). The mains input is rectified by D1, C1 and applied to a transformer (T1) whose primary winding is returned to chassis via the chopper transistor Tr1. A squarewave input applied to the base of this transistor switches it between cut off and saturation, the resulting build up and decay of flux in the transformer inducing a voltage in the secondary winding. The value of this voltage varies according to the mark-space ratio of the transistor’s base drive waveform: it feeds a second rectifier D2 which provides d.c. for the various circuits in the receiver. The circuit shown in Fig. 1(b) is a conventional transistor line output stage with shunt efficiency diode: for this circuit to function the base of the transistor must be fed with a squarewave drive synchronised to the line frequency.

The combination of these two circuits to give the Syclops arrangement is shown in Fig. 1(c): the circuit requires a transistor base drive waveform consisting of line frequency pulses with a variable mark-space ratio, while the primary of the line output transformer T2 must be fed from an h.t. rail derived from the secondary winding of the chopper power supply transformer T1. This, in bare essentials, is the Syclops circuit.

Putting Syclops into Practice

Converting this essentially simple concept into a practical circuit is of course a long-term design job. How it has been put into practice in the Thorn 9000 chassis will now be explained.

The complete line timebase/power supply circuit is shown in simplified form in Fig. 2. To start at the beginning, let’s first consider what happens at switch on. The 230V a.c. mains supply is applied to W701, which conducts on alternate half cycles charging C702 to 325V d.c. This voltage is applied via T701 and W702 to the collector of the Syclops transistor VT701, which is cut off since it is without base bias. The 325V supply is also applied to the collector and base of the driver transistor VT412, via R422 and R419 respectively. In consequence this transistor turns on and its emitter current, flowing via the regulator circuit, generates a nominal 12V supply for the line oscillator and the Syclops control circuit.

Two things then start to happen: the line oscillator starts up and provides approximately squarewave pulses to VT602 base, and the charging (ramp) capacitor C604 commences to charge towards 12V at a rate determined by R9 and the transistor in parallel with it (VT601). When the voltage across C604 reaches 4-9V it operates a switch circuit which biases VT605 into conduction (the switch consists of a couple of transistors, VT603 and VT604, connected in a regenerative circuit—see Fig. 3). Consequently VT605’s emitter voltage falls towards chassis potential, removing the forward bias to VT412 via R419. The driver transistor cuts off, and the resulting pulse at its collector is coupled by T401 to the base of the Syclops transistor VT701. This now conducts and after a few cycles the h.t. supplies appear.

One of these supplies is the 90V rail used to feed the line...
output side of the Syclops circuit. This voltage is also fed back to a potential divider (VRA) which sets the base bias applied to VT601 which is connected in parallel with the ramp timing resistor RB. Thus if the 90V rail voltage varies so will the conduction of VT601 and the charging time of C604. This in turn alters the mark-space ratio of the squarewave pulse train produced by VT603 and VT604, used to switch the Syclops transistor VT701 on and off.

The rising voltage across C604 operates the switching circuit VT603/VT604 – turning the switch on. VT602 is used to discharge C604 periodically. This action occurs at line frequency, under the control of the line oscillator, and when C604 is discharged VT603 and VT604 switch off. C604 then recharges and the cycle of events repeats. The important point is that VT603/VT604 are switched off at a fixed time during each cycle, the point at which they switch on again depending on C604’s charging rate. This gives the variable mark-space ratio drive waveform.

Line Output Section

Once the line output stage comes into operation VT701 carries both the line scan current and the power supply current – a total of about 5A peak. When VT701 cuts off the flyback occurs followed by the efficiency diode (W705) action which as usual provides the first part of the forward scan. Continuity of scan current conduction is ensured by using a diode with a long reverse recovery time as the efficiency diode. The presence of an excessive voltage at any of the trip transistor input diodes results in VT607 conducting, short-circuiting and discharging the ramp capacitor C604. VT607 and VT606 are cross-coupled, and in consequence lock-on, keeping the ramp capacitor discharged and also discharging the slow-start capacitor C608. Once C608 has discharged the only feed to the circuit is via R618, which cannot supply sufficient current to hold the transistors on. Consequently they turn off, removing the short-circuit across the ramp capacitor so that Syclops restarts. Since C608 has been discharged the slow-start mechanism will operate. To ensure that C608 discharges rapidly when the set has been switched off, it is connected via W605 to the 12V supply.

Pulse Sequence

This description, together with the pulse time sequence shown in Fig. 4, should enable the operation of the complete circuit (Fig. 3) to be understood.

Servicing

The very novelty of the Syclops circuit makes the service engineer wary, while the comprehensive nature of the tripping circuit tends to mask the root of a fault condition. Two obvious fault conditions are set dead and set tripping. We will consider these two in turn.

Set Dead

If the set is dead the first check should be the mains fuse F1. Failure of this will usually indicate trouble with W701, C702, T701 or VT701. First establish whether voltage is present on C702, working backwards or forwards from
Fig. 3: The complete Syclops circuit as used in the Thorn 90001 chassis.
there. The presence of voltage at VT701 collector with “dead set” symptoms indicates lack of base drive. Check for 12V at VT412 emitter. If this is present the trouble will lie in the circuit encompassing the line oscillator, VT601/VT602/VT603/VT604/VT605/VT606/VT607. A check around the transistor voltages should provide the answer. Note particularly that a leak between the collector and emitter of either VT602 or VT607 will stop the circuit operating.

Set Tripping

If the circuit is in the continuous tripping state, the best approach is to remove the various fuses in the circuit to see whether the fault can be isolated. If this does not reveal the source of the trouble the assumption must be that there is a fault in the line output stage, the tripler or the 90V feedback loop.

A feature of the field output circuit used in this chassis is that a fault which reduces the current drawn by the stage will result in a dramatic increase in the field timebase supply voltage. The first step therefore is to see if the tripping stops when F4 is removed. This cuts off both the feed to the field timebase and the sensing feed to the trip circuit. If the tripping stops, connect a 120Ω 5W resistor between the field timebase supply line and chassis and then trace the cause of the fault.

If removing F4 does not stop the tripping remove F2. This isolates the sound output stage, i.f. and chrominance circuits and the 24V regulator. If tripping then stops check with the fuse replaced but the sound panel disconnected. If tripping persists suspect the 24V regulator VT703 (i.e. type MC7724CP) or W708.

If the 24V circuits seem to be in order remove the 240V video supply fuse F3. Note that in this condition the 90V rail will rise and the drive to VT701 will be at “minimum”: the set should not be operated in this condition for long. If this stops the tripping check W707, C714 and for leaks around the RGB output stages.

If these fuse isolation checks do not reveal the source of the trouble the next step is to look around the line output stage. Check for a start the resistance between TP711 (junction R712/C715) and chassis. Normally the resistance should be 10-20kΩ one way and more than 10kΩ the other. A guide to whether the stage is passing more current than it should is the voltage developed across R712. More than 5V here indicates trouble with the e.h.t. tripler, the line output transformer or the horizontal shift circuit.

If all these tests show that the other stages are o.k. the final culprit is the 90V stabilisation loop. This can develop faults which drive the 90V line up and keep it there. Check first that there is continuity between TP710 (junction W706/C712) and TP604 (90V input to the line generator/Syclops control circuit). If this is o.k. short the base and emitter of the 90V comparator transistor VT601. This will keep the 90V rail low and stop the tripping until the fault, probably around VT601, is tracked down.

Warning

Finally, on no account should the set be operated with any of the trips disconnected.

Field Timebase

The field timebase circuit is similar in basic operation to that of the Rank Z718 chassis, which is also built around an in-line gun c.r.t., described last month. The common starting point in these designs is the use of toroidally wound

field scan coils. The newness of this type of circuit justifies a close look at the Thorn version. We will start with the oscillator (see Fig. 7).

Oscillator

Positive-going field sync pulses from the SN76226 i.c. on the signal panel are integrated by FR1 1-2 (field film resistor module one, section between pins 1 and 2) and C401 and fed via W401 and C402 to VT402 base. The field oscillator consists of the complementary pnp/npn pair VT401/VT402. During the field scan period neither transistor conducts, the positive charge on C404 reverse biasing W402 so that there is no current through

PC756 Switched Ueda

PC758 Master Correction

PC753 CRT Base

Fig. 5: Arrangement of the printed panels in the Thorn 9000 chassis. The bottom panel is shown tilted for access to the copper side.
Field Charging Capacitor

This circuit action may seem complex but the end product is simply that VT402 is switched at field frequency between saturation and cut-off. When it saturates, W403 also turns on C404. It is this capacitor which produces the field scan waveform: when VT402 cuts off again C404 charges via FR3 1-2. Because of the time-constant values of the circuit the voltage build up is exponential, i.e. as the waveform amplitude increases it deviates more and more from a linear ramp. This factor is made use of to provide scan correction during the second half of the field.

FET Buffer Stage

The waveform generated across C405 feeds the source-follower field effect transistor VT403 which acts as a buffer stage with a high input impedance and low output impedance. The output from VT403 is tapped from one of its source resistors R426 which controls the height of the raster.

Scan Correction

Since the first part of the scan waveform present at VT403 source is still linear it requires scan correction before being fed to the output amplifier. This is achieved by feeding back to VT404 base via the differentiating network C414, R415 the signal developed by the scan current across R411. This signal is in opposite phase to the signal at VT403 source and consequently subtracts from it to produce the correction required. The field linearity control R413 is connected in series with R415 to provide control of the scan correction.

Field Amplifier: DC Conditions

The field amplifier design is somewhat unusual. It can best be explained by considering first the d.c. conditions. As the output voltage swing is nearly equal to the supply voltage it follows that the centre-point voltage at the collectors of the output transistors VT406 and VT407 should be roughly half the supply voltage and must be held stable - failure in this respect could cause limiting of the output signal, resulting in a non-linear scan.

The scan-corrected waveform at VT403 source is fed to the driver transistor VT404. The output from the collector of this transistor is d.c. coupled to the output stage. D.C. stabilisation over this loop must be provided therefore. For this purpose feedback is applied from the centre point of the output stage to VT404 base via R402, W405 and FR3 7-3. C410 together with R402 provide integration to ensure that a.c. feedback does not occur.

Quite apart from the need to stabilise the centre-point voltage, stabilisation of the quiescent current flowing in the output pair is vital. This is where VT408 comes in. Its base is fed from the network W407, W408, R409 across the supply, while its emitter is fed from R405 through which the quiescent current of the output transistors flows. Consequently VT408 compares the voltage across R405 with the fixed bias applied to its base.

The base of the lower transistor (VT407) of the output pair is tied to the collector of VT408. Thus if the quiescent current falls the voltage across R405 drops, VT408's emitter is driven positively so that it turns on harder, the increased voltage across R405 turns VT407 on more and the voltage across R405 returns to normal - equal to the bias on VT408. W406 ensures that the voltage across R405 cannot exceed about 2V. R406 and C411 provide damping in this feedback arrangement to prevent instability.

Field Amplifier: AC Operation

So much then for the d.c. aspects of the circuit. We will now consider the part they play in the circuit's a.c. operation. For the purposes of our discussion we will assume that the Darlington pair VT405, VT406 forms a single transistor, VT4056, to the base of which the field drive sawtooth waveform is applied.

Consider the waveforms shown in Fig. 6. A sawtooth drive is applied to VT4056 and from point A to point B VT4056 acts as a straightforward amplifier, providing drive to the scan coils. Current flows from chassis via R411, C413, the scan coils, VT4056 and R405 to the positive supply rail. During this part of the scanning cycle the voltage across R405 is such that both VT408 and VT407 are cut off. When the current through VT4056 reaches the stabilised quiescent current level however - point B - the d.c. feedback circuit comes into operation. Thus VT407 starts conducting. This reduces further the voltage applied to the scan coils, and the decaying flux around them draws current from chassis via VT407. As a result between B and C VT407's collector current rises from zero to the stabilised quiescent current. At point C the current flowing in the coils falls to zero. The coils are then connected across points of equal potential - the junction of VT4056
and VT407 collectors and the slider of the vertical shift control R416. The quiescent current in the circuit flows via VT407, VT4056 and R405 to the positive supply line. The drive applied to the base of VT4056 continues to fall, reducing the voltage across R405 so that VT407 is turned progressively harder on. The increased current flowing through VT407 passes via the scan coils to C413, producing the bottom half of the field. At the end of the scan VT4056 is driven fully on, turning VT408 and VT407 off. This produces the flyback. The sudden change in the scan current results in a positive back e.m.f. appearing at W414 anode. When this voltage rises to the supply line voltage W414 conducts, clamping the scan coil voltage at this level until the current in the coils falls to zero.

Servicing

Thorn's transistor field timebase circuits have proved to be fairly trouble free in the past. It is to be hoped that the arrangement used in the 9000 chassis will continue this tradition. The most common failure of course is likely to be the 16081/16082 output pair, with the various electrolytics in the circuit coming close behind. The extensive use of multiple thick film resistor assemblies should give increased reliability, though if failures occur repair costs will be increased.
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the tiny aperture in the front of the housing that the camera looks through. The current of air out of the aperture (and into the furnace) keeps it cool and prevents ash particles accumulating and blocking it. The lens is made of heat-resisting quartz rather than ordinary optical glass and filters are fitted to cut down the heat radiation. Pressure switches are fitted to both the air and water supplies, if either pressure drops too low an alarm sounds – coolant failure can lead to the melting of the front of the housing, the front of the camera and the vidicon! If the atmosphere near the furnace is normally very cold, glycol (as used in car antifreeze) may be substituted for water as a coolant.

Another type of furnace viewer is the probe or periscope, which is inserted into the furnace as required by pneumatic rams. The camera remains outside the furnace but moves in and out with the probe. A quartz lens is fitted to the end of the probe and a mirror (Fig. 7) directs the light from the image down the probe to the camera. Air is blown up the probe and bled out around the quartz lens to keep it cool. Cracked or dirty lenses are a common problem in practice, but this method has the advantage that the probe can be moved in and out and rotated to view the whole of the furnace interior.

Cameras that must look at hot objects (such as red-hot steel ingots), although the camera itself is far enough away not to need special protection, need a filter to prevent the infra-red radiation focused by the lens onto the target layer from damaging it. A dichroic (pronounced die-crow-ic) filter is fitted in front of the lens, allowing visible radiation to pass through but filtering out the damaging heat radiation. For tubular cameras the filter is mounted in a lens hood that clips over the front of the camera, at the same time keeping dust and dirt off the lens.
To those of us reared on analogue techniques, whether in television or some other area of electronics, the first encounter with digital circuitry is like stepping into another world. There is a new vocabulary to be learned, with AND, NAND, OR and NOR, and a new mathematics (called Boolean Algebra after its originator, the nineteenth century Cambridge mathematician George Boole) where · means AND, + means OR and 1 + 1 = 1! The only consolation is that there are only two digits, 0 and 1.

The first thing to understand is what the various circuit symbols mean and what each “block” does. Unfortunately there are several different sets of symbols in use. Some rely on their distinctive shape to convey their function, others use signs or figures inside variously shaped outlines. The latter type, using a box outline, is gaining favour because the symbols are easier for automatic drawing equipment to reproduce. In Television, for the present anyway, we use one of the distinctive -shape systems — probably the most widely used of all — as laid down in American Specification MIL-STD 806 B.

LOGIC GATES

The simplest logic gate, with just one input and one output, is the Inverter or NOT gate. Fig. 1 shows the circuit symbol: the little circle at the output indicates that inversion has occurred inside that particular gate. Fig. 1 also introduces us to the Truth Table, where Column A lists all the possible input states and Column Z the resulting output states. The precise meanings of the 0 and 1, in terms of voltage levels and polarities, depend upon the logic system and family in use, and must be defined on each occasion. For example, in TTL (Transistor-Transistor Logic) gates, such as the widely used 74'series, the 0 is nominally zero volts and the 1 nominally +5V.

From the truth table it will be seen that the output is always the opposite of the input, hence the name Inverter. This also defines the logic term NOT — the output is always “Not” the input. The inverter is also said to Negate or Complement the input, both in the sense of producing the opposite. The mathematical symbol for inversion is a bar placed above the term being inverted. Thus the algebraic expression for this gate is Z = A.

Passing on to gates with two or more inputs, called combinational gates, we deal first with the AND gate. For the two-input gate shown in Fig. 2 the truth table has four lines, since there are four (2^2) possible combinations of two binary (two-state) inputs (i.e. 00, 01, 10 and 11). A three-input gate has a truth table with eight (2^3) lines, a four-input gate sixteen (2^4) lines, and so on.

The truth table shows that the output Z is 1 only when both A and B are 1. Otherwise it is 0. The AND gate is also sometimes called a Coincidence circuit or gate, because the output signal (1) is present only when the input signals (1’s) are coincident. The mathematical symbol for AND is a dot (.) or sometimes a cross (x), and the algebraic expression is Z = A.B for the two-input gate. In some other sets of logic circuit symbols, a dot or a figure equal to the number of inputs is placed inside the symbol to indicate the AND function.

The next type of gate, depicted in Fig. 3, is the OR gate. Here, as the truth table tells us, the output is 1 if one or other OR both of the inputs are at 1. The mathematical symbol for the OR operation is +, so that here Z = A + B. In the alternative systems of circuit symbols, you would find a + or a I inside the outline, the latter indicating that you require only one I to get an output.

This definition of OR is not quite the same as one would expect to apply in everyday life. If, for instance, your seaside landlady offered you the choice of kippers OR bacon and egg for breakfast, you would assume (probably rightly) that you could have one or the other but not both. In logic, this situation is known as the EXCLUSIVE OR relationship, often shortened to EX OR. The circuit symbol and truth table are shown in Fig. 4. The expression for EX OR takes us a little further into the realms of Boolean algebra, for it is Z = A.B + A.B, which translated into words means that Z equals [(NOT A) AND B] OR [A AND (NOT B)], the brackets serving to emphasise the grouping of terms. Note that where A (translated as NOT A) appears in the expression it means that A has the value 0 in the truth table.

Nowadays, logic circuits are constructed mostly from developments of the AND and OR gates called NAND and NOR. The NAND gate, probably the most commonly used of all the gates, is shown in Fig. 5 where inspection of the truth table reveals that the output is the complement of that of the AND gate. In other words it is a NOT-AND, hence NAND gate. The algebraic expression for the NAND gate is Z = A.B.

Geoffrey C. ARNOLD
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The NOR gate, depicted in Fig. 6, is a NOT-OR gate; an OR gate with its output inverted. The algebraic expression, as you might expect, is $Z = A + B$.

With both NAND and NOR gates it is important to realize that the inversion takes place after the AND or OR operation, not before. Taking the NAND case, if the inputs were instead inverted and then applied to an AND gate, you would get quite a different animal — in fact it effectively becomes a NOR gate! You can prove this for yourself by changing all the 0's to 1's and all the 1's to 0's in columns A and B of the Fig. 2 truth table, whereupon it becomes identical with that of Fig. 6 except that the lines appear in a different order, which is immaterial.

This completes the list of basic logic gates, but you will probably be wondering just why NAND and NOR gates are so popular when we are more likely to want to perform AND and OR operations. The answer lies in their versatility: given a suitable number of NAND and NOR gates you can interconnect them to perform NOT, AND, OR, and EX OR operations. For this reason they are sometimes known as "Universal Gates". If on the other hand you use AND and OR gates you can perform AND and OR but nothing else. Integrated circuit logic packages usually incorporate a number of separate but similar gates, generally as many as the number of pins allow. It is therefore more economical if we have to use only two types of gate instead of five.

To make an inverter we simply parallel the inputs of a NAND or a NOR gate. The second and third lines of the truth tables then disappear and what is left is identical with the inverter truth table in Fig. 1. Another arrangement frequently used is to connect the signal to be inverted to one input of a NAND gate and to apply a permanent 1 potential to the remaining inputs. This is generally done by returning them, via a surge-limiting resistor, to the supply rail (+5V in the case of TTL). A NOR gate with unused inputs returned to a permanent 0 is also sometimes encountered. In each case, the truth table is reduced to two lines only.

You will sometimes see a NAND gate described as performing the OR function. This is a little baffling at first sight. The explanation is that the input signals are being inverted before being applied to the NAND gate. This principle is illustrated in Fig. 7, and once again you can prove the action for yourself by swapping the 0's and 1's in columns A and B of the truth table in Fig. 5. It will then become equivalent to that of Fig. 3, the OR gate.

No doubt you are thinking that this is an odd sort of economy, using three gates where one OR would do. The advantage can be seen however if we pass on to a slightly more complex circuit. Suppose we want to detect $(A \text{ AND } B)$ or $(C \text{ AND } D)$, in algebraic form $A.B + C.D$; i.e. we want a 1 output with these particular inputs present. We could use two ANDs and an OR, a total of three gates. Alternatively we could form it from NANDs and inverters as in Fig. 8(a) using no less than seven gates! But wait a moment, those two pairs of inverters are simply changing $A.B$ to $A.B$ and back again, and similarly for $C.D$. So we can do away with them, leaving us with the circuit of Fig. 8(b) which uses three gates, all of the same type — very convenient.

The more mathematically inclined may have realised that the output $(Z)$ of Fig. 8 besides being $A.B + C.D$ is also $A.B.C.D$, and that therefore these two expressions are equal. You're quite right, but this takes us further into the intricacies of Boolean algebra than I have room for in this article.

Occasionally you will come across two inverters in series in a circuit where they can't just be done away with. They are usually there to delay the signal slightly — generally to allow some subsequent part of the circuit sufficient time to reset. The propagation delay through a standard 74' series TTL gate is about 10ns.

Sometimes a pair of inverters is used as a buffer, allowing one gate to drive a larger-than-usual number of other gates. Each type of gate has a maximum safe output load which if exceeded may cause erratic operation of the following circuitry. This safe load is usually quoted as the number of "standard" gates that can be driven — the number is known as the "fan-out".

Thus to drive 16 gates from a gate with a fan-out of 10, the 16 could be arranged into two groups of 8. One group together with a buffer would be driven directly by the original gate, and the other group driven by the buffer. Note that some gate inputs, or more often flip-flop inputs, present a heavier load than the standard.

AND, OR, NAND and NOR gates can have more than two inputs each. Two, three, four and eight-input gates are commonly available in i.c. packages. The circuit symbols are expanded as shown in Fig. 9. EXCLUSIVE OR gates are normally available with two inputs only. It is theoretically possible to have one with more than two inputs, but it would be necessary to define the combinational laws to be followed.

Readers who followed the TV Games series will have encountered electronic logic already. Those who are following the Ceefax/Oracle series will become embroiled in it from this issue onwards. The gates also lend themselves to the design of equipment such as crosshatch generators (see Television, September 1972) and grey-scale generators, such as that in our March 1975 issue.
COLOUR, UHF & TELEVISION SPARES

CROSS HATCH UNIT KIT, NEW AERIAL INPUT TYPE. INCLUDES T.V. SYNC AND UHF MODULATOR. CAN BE USED FOR ANY SET. BATTERY OPERATED £11.00 + 45p pp T.V. PROJECT CROSS HATCH KIT £3.00 + 45p.


“TELEVISION” CONSTRUCTOR’S COLOUR SET. SPECIAL OFFER I.F. Panel, leading British maker, similar design to “Television” panel. Now in use as alternative incl. circuit, and connection data, checked and tested on colour £12.80 pp 50p. Also DECODER panel checked and tested on colour, full details £14.00 pp 55p.

MAINS TO PHILIPS TYPE 400 series £0.45 for “Television” Colour Set. In successful use for over a year in completed sets £10.00 pp 90p.


PACK No. 18. Components £8.00 pp 45p. etc. “add-on” Stabiliser Unit Kit for either £1.20 pp 25p.


G.E.C. 2040 decoder panels suitable for “Television” decoder parts incl. DILO, crysal, etc. £3.50 pp 50p.

CRT HEATER TRANSFORMERS 6.3V 1A £1.35 pp 35p.

UHF tuner £2.15 pp 45p. TUNER ASSEMBLY £2.15 pp 45p. etc. £2.65 pp 45p. etc. £2.75 pp 45p. etc. £2.00 pp 45p. etc.

MULLARD AT1023/05 convergence yoke. New £1.25, £1.50 pp 75p. Line T.B. for “Television” set parts £0.45, etc.

GEC 1043 decoder panel part complete £2.50 pp 45p. etc.


UHF/625 Tuners, many different types in stock. Lists available, “UHF tuners transistid. £2.15, incl. s/m drive, indicator £3.50; 6 position, or £4.20 pp 45p.

MURPHY 600/700 series UHF conversion kits in cabinet plinth assembly, can be used as separate UHF receiver £3.50 pp 75p.

PHILIPS 625 I.F. panel incl. £1.20 pp 40p.


TUNER ASSEMBLIES, KB “Featherlight” VC11, Philips 170 series. GEC 2010 £2.56 AB Dual Stand, suitable Ferguson, Baird, KB, etc. 75p, Phe 110/510/PAM, Invicta, Miniature, inc. £1.80 pp 45p.


BUSH 105 to 1865SS, etc. £5.60

DECCA DR95, 101/606, DRI £14, 23/8, 121/8, 20/4, 2000...£5.40

ECKO, FERR. 418, 1093 series £5.40

FERR., HMV, Marconi New £1.20 pp 25p.

PHILCO, ULTRA, THORN 850, 900, 950, 1400, 1500 series £4.90

GEC 302 to 456, 2000 series £5.40

KB VCl/9, 52, 53, 100, 200, 300...£2.50

MURPHY 849 to 2417, etc. £5.60

P/SCOTT 960, C O S S 1964 £4.70

PHILIPS 19TG121 to 19TG156 £5.40

PHILIPS 19TG170 to 210, 300...£2.50

PYE 115/20, 50, 20, 67, 169, 358, 569, 769 series £5.40

PAM, INVICTA, ECKO, MURPHY 440, 600, 900, 800...£5.40

SOBEL 1000 series £3.00

STELLA 1043/2149 £1.40

THORN 850 Time Base Panel, Dual Standard 50p pp 45p.

MULLARD Scales, Line Osc. ATTENUATOR for all standard mono 110 models, Philip K, Phe, Pye, Ecko, Fernetti, Invicta £2.00 pp 45p.

PHILIPS GT Tripler (1174/31) £5.00. GEC 2040 series £1.75 pp 45p.

CONTINUOUS SALE AT WHOLESALE PRICES

MANOR SUPPLIES
172 WEST END LANE, LONDON, N.W.6.
(Take W. Hampstead tube at: 28, 59, 158 Bus Route 01-794 6751)
Mail Order: 64 GOLDERS MANOR DRIVE, LONDON, N.W.11.
PLEASE ADD NEW 25% RATE OF V.A.T. TO ALL PRICES.

VIDEOTAPE RECORDING

continued from page 471

50Hz buzz on the sound playback signal, and for this reason the audio f.f. response of the VTR extends only down to 80Hz.

Up to this point, only the VTR has been discussed and nothing has been said about the tape itself. Not only can the width of the tape differ from one type of machine to another but the physical structure of the tape can also change, especially with the introduction of the new “high energy” tapes. There are at present three widths of tape used with helical scan machines, these are 25-4mm (1in), 19mm (0-75in) and 12-5mm (0-5in). The largest of these was used in a great deal with earlier VTRs, but as the design of the machine and the construction of the tape improved, the width has been reduced. The Philips VCR and many reel-to-reel machines use 12-5mm tape, but with the advent of the new Sony and JVC Nivico cassette machines 19mm tape is being used.

It should be noted that these are the only compatible cassette machines on the British market at the time of writing.

High-energy tape has been on the market for some years, and although it does have many advantages over the conventional oxide tapes, it has produced many problems in the VTR field. The most difficult was that of its abrasive qualities. With the high head to tape speeds encountered in videotape recording, especially the broadcast machines where they exceed 3800cm/s (1500in/s), new head materials had to be found so that a reasonable head life could be achieved. Most of these problems which have now solved, high-energy tape is used extensively with colour VTRs.

In Part 2, next month, we start to look at the circuitry used in videotape recorders.

KEEP YOUR COPIES OF

Television
CLEAN AND TIDY
IN THE TV EASI-BINDER

The Easi-Binder holds twelve issues and is attractively bound in black with the title blocked in gold on the spine together with the current (or last) volume number and year. For each previous volume a set of gold transfer figures will be supplied. Due to the change in size during Volume 25 a large capacity binder is available to take the 16 copies from July 1975 to October 1976 and a separate binder is required for the eight, smaller copies of Volume 25. When ordering please state the year and volume required.

Priced at £1.90 including post and VAT, TELEVISION Easi-Binders are available from the Post Sales Dept., IPC MAGAZINES LIMITED, Carlton House, 66-68 Great Queen Street, London WC2.
DECCA CS2230
The fault on this colour receiver is occasional field jitter on high luminance scenes. The field timebase valves have been replaced without improving matters.

The fact that the jitter occurs only on high brightness scenes eliminates problems in the field generator stage. The sync separator is letting video through. The circuit is unusual, consisting of two stages: TR202 (BC159) on the decoder board whose output is d.c. coupled to the pentode section of V2 (PCF80) on the timebase board. Check the input coupling capacitor to TR202 base (C207, 1µF), TR202 itself and the associated components. On the timebase panel (bottom) R426 (2-2MΩ) in the field sync pulse integrating circuit and D400 (1N914) in the field sync feed circuit are suspect. (Decca 30 series chassis.)

BUSH TV125U
Over the years this set has worked well. There is now a fault on 625 lines however. About ten minutes after first switching on there is a “plop” then the picture goes very grey. If the set is switched off and allowed to cool down, then switched on again, the same thing happens. The sound and vision on 625 remain good, also the sound on 625.

Faults of this type are often due to a defective valve, possibly in the tuner unit, i.f. strip or video stage. Voltage checks throughout before and after the fault appears should enable the faulty stage to be located. Check the power supplies as well. Look for discoloured resistors, clean the system switch and treat it with Servisol.

PHILIPS 524
After fitting a new e.h.t. tripler the set developed intermittent picture judder. The condition has improved but still gives slight trouble. Occasionally the picture comes on brighter when the judder is present. Am I right in suspecting the tripler?

The new tripler could indeed be to blame. The symptom can also be caused by the thyristor rectifier (BT106) or the diac (BR100) in the power supply section however. These should be checked by substitution. (Philips G8 chassis.)
PHILIPS G25K500
When the set is switched on there is excessive height with poor colour etc. After about ten minutes the picture flicks to normal height, width and focus, but the convergence takes another couple of minutes to become right. The field timebase valves have all been renewed. The set works normally once the height has become normal. When I try to set up the c.r.t. controls I get a slightly blotchy raster with the red gun only on and a very blotchy raster with the blue gun only on. On depressing the colour cut-off there is a good black-and-white picture however.

For the height problem check the PL508 field output valve's cathode decoupling electrolytic C4043 (0.002µF), its control grid input coupling capacitor C4039 (0.056µF) and the condition of the preset controls in the field timebase circuit. We assume you have checked carefully for dry-joints - the symptom can sometimes be traced to a dry-jointed connection to the height stabilising v.d.r. R4090. The second problem should be resolved by carrying out the purity adjustment procedure given in the manual. Perfect purity is often unattainable on early 25in. models however. (Philips G6 chassis.)

DEFIANT 901
After working for a short time the set developed what appeared to be a sound fault. Finally the printed circuit fused near pin 6 of the PL504 line output valve however. I repaired this and replaced the PL504 but the original fault reappeared. The sound returns to normal on removing the PY800 top cap.

It is often necessary on these sets (similar to the Bush TV141 series) to cut away the panel in the vicinity of the line drive input to the PL504 in order to clear shorts through parts of the panel that have become conductive. If this is not the case, try to trace the source of the discharge which could be around the line output area or perhaps in the PY800.

HMV 2703
The picture was badly out of focus, giving every indication of convergence trouble. Before any adjustments could be made however the picture vanished, leaving a clear screen. On feeding a crosshatch pattern generator output to one end of the luminance delay line a faint pattern appeared on the screen. On operating the colour gun switches clear red, green and blue rasters can be obtained, and the sound is o.k. on all channels. The screen is filled with a jumble of colours when the colour control is advanced. The voltages at the c.r.t. cathodes are slightly high (190V instead of 160V). When the set is first switched on the picture can just be glimpsed disappearing into the corners to leave a bright, blank screen.

The presence of chrominance and absence of sync mean that the fault lies in the luminance delay line driver stage VT105 (BC157) or its immediate vicinity. Check the voltages around VT105, which itself could well be faulty. Check also the continuity of the luminance delay line - the feed to the sync separator is taken from the output side of the luminance delay line - and for dry-joints in this area. A remote possibility is that the luminance detector diode W102 (OA90 in can L113/4/5) is faulty. An oscilloscope is invaluable when tackling this type of fault. (Thorn 3000 chassis.)

BUSH CTV25
The anode of the PL509 line output valve was red hot, due to an internal short in the PD500 shunt-stabiliser triode. Replacing this valve cleared the trouble. It was then discovered however that there was no colour, the picture appearing in black and white only. The preset contrast control and preset colour control have both been advanced, but without success.

We assume that the tuning is correct. See what happens when you over-ride the colour killer by connecting a 15kΩ resistor from the delay line driver transistor's base circuit to the l.t. rail - between points P2 and P3. This may have no effect however since a common cause of no colour in this circuit is a short-circuit in 5C6 (1,000pF) - the short earths the base of the delay line driver transistor (5VT2). The colour-killer arrangement in this decoder is rather unusual. A synchronous detector (5D5, 5D6) is fed with the ident signal and the output from one of the PAL bistable switch transistors. Its output is fed to the colour-killer amplifier transistor 5VT8. The idea is that there is no colour if the bistable switching is in the wrong phase. One result unfortunately is that a fault in quite a lot of components could result in no colour. First check the voltages around the colour-killer amplifier transistor 5VT8 - these should be 13V at the emitter, 11V at the base and 7.8V at the collector for a colour picture. Then if necessary check the bistable transistors 5VT5 and 5VT8, the colour-killer detector diodes, the ident phasing diode 5D8, the ident amplifier transistors 6VT4 and 6VT5 and that there is output from the burst channel. The whole decoder has to be aligned rather carefully to get an adequate colour turn-on bias from the colour-killer arrangement. We feel however that of these various possibilities the most likely is that one of the bistable transistors is faulty. You should find 1V at the emitters (which are coupled together), 1-2V at the bases and 5-6V at the collectors.

DECCA CTV25
There is lack of width on this receiver -- a gap just over an inch wide at each side with the controls set to maximum. The size of the picture alters according to how light or dark the scene. The PL509 line output valve has been replaced without improving the situation.

Check the 10MΩ resistor R401 in the width/set e.h.t. circuit. If this and the PY500 are o.k. the line output transformer could be faulty. A less likely possibility is shorting turns on the PL509's anode feed choke L408.

EKCO T464
There is neither sound nor raster. A few minutes after switching on the PY800 glows red hot; if its top cap is lifted off the valve cools down but the PL36 line output valve's screen grid feed resistor starts to smoke. All line timebase valves, the boost capacitor C97, C94 (12pF) and R119 (100kΩ) which provide the feedback from the line output transformer to the line oscillator triode, and the resistors in the PL36's screen grid circuit have been replaced. There is a small choke marked L37 alongside the line output transformer: it is loose and untidy and seems to be burnt.

It seems as if C96 (0.1µF) which decouples the anode of the PY800 is leaky. Try replacing it. The small choke mentioned can be shorted out for testing purposes -- it is fitted to reduce interference on adjacent sets. The correct value of R119 is 270kΩ and it is worth using a 1W component. (Pye 11U series.)
PHILIPS 19TG170A
The fault on this set is cogging, i.e. pulling on the verticals when the contrast is up full. I assume that the trouble is in the video output stage but am not sure which components should be suspected. The PFL200 itself has been checked.

Some degree of pulling must be expected if the contrast control is fully advanced as the video stage will be overloaded. If the trouble is experienced at normal contrast level we suggest you check the a.g.c. clamp diode X206 (BA115) and the d.c. restorer diode X205 (BA115). Both are in the vicinity of the PFL200. (Philips Style 70 series chassis.)

Each month we provide an interesting case of television servicing to exercise your ingenuity. These are not trick questions but are based on actual practical faults.

A colour receiver exhibited two main fault symptoms. One was an intermittent total disappearance of picture information on monochrome transmissions, only the luminance information disappearing on colour transmissions. The second was intermittent horizontal displacement of the brightness (luminance) parts of the picture with respect to the colouring parts.

During workshop soak tests it seemed that the two symptoms were somehow related; sometimes the displacement symptom occurred just before the total disappearance of the luminance information, while on other occasions the displacement symptom would occur just prior to the display jumping back to normality.

The symptoms were not temperature dependent — they were as likely to occur just after the set had been switched on as after some hours of operation. Further, they could not be produced by subjecting the chassis to mild vibration, by tapping around the circuit boards, etc.

The sound was not affected in any way and there were no clicks or crackles from the loudspeaker when the fault symptoms were present. The chassis was a hybrid one and it was first ensured that all valves and board connectors were making good connections. Fault tracing was made difficult because of the intermittent symptoms, while to make matters worse when the symptoms did appear they seemed to clear immediately an instrument test probe was applied to virtually any part of the circuit.

After the junior service technician had spent an hour or so endeavouring to track down the source of the fault, the chief engineer was consulted. He merely viewed the symptoms and, without making any measurements or tests whatsoever, removed one printed circuit board, carefully examined a certain part of the circuit and replaced one component. After this the receiver worked perfectly with no sign at all of the original intermittent faults.

What was the most likely circuit section to have been examined by the chief engineer, and which component do you think he replaced? See next month's Television for the solution and for a further item in the Test Case series.

SOLUTION TO TEST CASE 151
(Page 435 last month)

The cool PL504 line output valve in the Sobell set should have indicated fairly conclusively to the technician that either the emission was right down — it is unlikely for this to be intermittent however — or that for some other reason the valve was failing to pass anode or screen grid current. The anode current will be cut off by lack of screen grid or anode voltage, the screen grid in the latter case then usually taking an abnormally high current — often visible by a glowing screen grid in the valve — with the result that the screen grid voltage is low due to the increased voltage drop across the feed resistor. It will be recalled however that the screen voltage was high.

The technician was surprised to find a relatively high voltage at the cathode because this should have been at chassis potential! Clearly the cathode had become disconnected from chassis return, which is tantamount to the valve being "switched off" (hence its low temperature). Further investigation revealed a disconnection on the board between the cathode and chassis.
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SETS & COMPONENTS

VALVE BARGAINS

ANY 1-1p, 2p-3p, 10-20p, 50-£3.30
ECC82, ECC81, E800, DR867, EF80, EF813, EF84, PC86, PC88, PC80, PCF862, PC86, PCL84, PCL85/805, PL86, PY81, PY800, PY88, PL36, PL36, 567, 568, 30PL14.

COLOUR VALVES 2p Each
PY50/4, PL508, PL509.

Portage & Packaging 15p, no VAT.

VELCO ELECTRONICS

9 Mandeville Terrace, Hoxton, N1, Birmingham.

EX RENTAL TV'S BARGAIN

23" & 19" 3 Channel with U.H.F. Tuner £3.50
19" & 25" Colour from £5.00
19" & 23" tubular guaranteed from £2.00

All sets complete.

EDWARDS & SONS

101 Godolphin Road, London, W.1.

Telephone: 446 6996.

CALLER'S ONLY

250 New Resitors, well assorted, ±2 Watts, Carbon-Hi-Stab Oxide, etc. £1.50 post free.


T.E.S.T.

PO BOX 1, KIRKHAM, PRESTON, PR4 2RS

Tel: 077-48-2796.

Part exchange.

Most makes included:

Decca, Bush/Murphy, Philips, etc.

25 in. Non-workers £160

Workers £85.

Fully serviced fitted reconditioned tube guaranteed 12 months £110.

All with nice cabinets, plus V.A.T. Other makes and sizes. S.A.E. details please.

Colour TV spares for most makes including tubes and cabinets.

Australian readers please contact our agent in N.S.W.

Phil. Diggerman, East Bank Road, Coramba, N.S.W.
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AERIALS

HIGH GAIN 4-ELEMENT UHF/MFM

Stereo or mono!

Boost volume & sensitivity of any UHF/MFM radio or Hi-Fi, stereo or monaural with this genuine aerial. It's a necessity if you want the best out of your equipment, whether a small radio or expensive stereo. Don't put up with poor reception any longer. Send now, have yourself a real aerial. Ideal for the do-it-yourself enthusiast. Use inside or outside. Free with order maps and channel reference of TV Transmitters.

Money back refund, send to Dept. TVR

136 Mansfield Rd., Nottingham.

Best cable £2.50.

IMPERIAL TRADING LTD.,

THE QUALITY AERIAL SPECIALIST.

PRICES INCLUDE CARRIAGE.

Prices include carriage and VAT. We keep a good range of Jaybeam and Antiference antennas and accessories.


S. & A. WEEDY (Electric Supplies) LTD

37 Chatsworth Rd., Chesterfield, S40 2AZ.

Tel: Chesterfield 34582.

WRIGHT'S AERIALS

UHF ariel: all Jaybeam and Antiference products.


Ceas, semi air-spaced low-loss 17ppyd. All grouped materials: £27. P. P. Band III high gain: Large SAE for full lists.

Please state particular interest.

3 Chatterham Road, Swadlincote, S. Yorks.

Genuine Full Size 18 element TV aerial as used by leading TV companies. £26.50.

IMPERIAL TRADING LTD.

Built to last. Suitable for free-to-air TV.

WANTED

NEW VALVES (prefix BVA) of popular types, PCL85, PL800, PL504 etc. Cash, Banker's Cheques, Post Office Orders.

367 Kensington Street, Bradford, 8, Yorkshire.

TOP PRICES PAID FOR NEW VALVES AND TRANSISTORS

S. W. ELECTRONICS

114 Burrely Road, Rawtenstall, Rossendale, Lancs.
G.T. TECHNICAL INFORMATION SERVICE
10 DRYDEN CHAMBERS, 119 OXFORD ST., LONDON W1R 1PA
MAIL ORDER ONLY

SERVICE SHEETS SERVICE
For Black and White TV, Radios, Record Players and Tape Recorders 48p
Please send large Stamped Addressed Envelope.

BOOKS BY J. MCCOURT
Build yourself “THE COLOUR TV SIGNAL INJECTOR” Manual £1.30
Manual with Printed Circuit £2.05 post paid
THE COMPREHENSIVE BLACK AND WHITE TV REPAIR MANUAL
Volumes 1, 2, 3 and 4 £3.20 each post paid
THE COMPREHENSIVE COLOUR TV REPAIR MANUAL
Send for Details of New Editions

SERVICE SHEETS, Radio, TV, etc., 10,000 models. Catalogue 24p plus SAE with orders —
enquiries, Teyley, 154 Brook Street, Preston PR7 1HP.

50 assorted Service Sheets £1.55 P. & P. 60p
Hamilton, 47 Bohemia Road, St. Leonards, Sussex.

LARGE SUPPLIER OF
SERVICE SHEETS
All at 50p each
(T.V., RADIO, TAPE RECORDERs, RECORD PLAYERS, TRANSISTORS, STEREOGRAms, RADIOGRAMS, CAR RADIOs)

“PLEASE ENCLOSE LARGE S.A.E. WITH ALL ENQUIRIES & ORDERS”
Otherwise cannot be attended to

PLEASE NOTE
We operate a “by return of post” service. Any claims for non-delivery should be made within 7 days of posting your order.

C. CARANNA
71 BEAUFORT PARK
LONDON, NW11 6BX
We have the largest supplies of Service Sheets (strictly by return of post). Please state make and model number alternative.
Free T.V. fault tracing chart or T.V. list on request with order.
Mail order or phone 01-458 4882
No Overseas Mail Please

THE VIDEO UNIT at Studio 3 requires someone with experience of Transistor Electronics to help service Video Equipment. 01-435 0314.

FOR SALE
22” COLOUR TUBE, panels, coils, Transformers, various parts. Reasonable offers will be considered.
Phone: 886 5776 evenings.

AERIAL MAIL-ORDER BUSINESS. Complete stock of 500 Aerial Material to clear. £250. 90, Ewhurst Road, Crawley 23885. Sussex.

TELEVISION COLOUR RECEIVER. Working for over a year, 26” tube. Also 22” set, complete but only timebases working. Offers. Phone: 01-500 6258.

T.E.S. FIELD STRENGTH METER MC661-C

Various new Heathkit test instruments, including scope, for sale. Expert-built. List: Toms, 6 St. Mary Rd., London E17, 01-734 1361 (day), 01-520 6954 (eve).

MICELLANEOUS

“TELEVISION” COLOUR SET constructor wishes to hear from constructor who has overcome IF instability present only when IFOP and line pulses and leads to output collectors connected to RG3 model. IF perfect itself. W. Rigs, 114, Wallace Street, Falkirk FK7 2TD.

CONDITIONS OF ACCEPTANCE OF CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
The advertiser warrants that the advertisement does not contravene any of the provisions of the Trade Descriptions Act 1968/72. The Publishers reserve the right to refuse or withdraw any advertisement. Although every care is taken to avoid mistakes, the publishers cannot be liable for clerical or printer’s errors or their consequences.
PHILIP H. BEARMAN

(VALE SPECIALISTS)

SUPPLIERS TO
H.M. GOVT. Etc.

NEW valves by Mullard, Mazda, Telefunken, Tungsram

IMMEDIATE POSTAL DESPATCH. Lists S.A.E.

DISCOUNT PRICES

NOTE: VAT ALTERATION, ADD 16% TO PRICES QUOTED

PRICES FROM MARCH 1975 (INCL. V.A.T. AT CURRENT RATE)

HURRY — ONLY A FEW!

COLOUR BAR GENERATORS

LARGEAR CM6037/6028, normally £121

USED, BUT GUARANTEED AS NEW

OUR PRICE £78 inc. V.A.T.

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP LTD.

46/48, BATTERSEA BRIDGE RD., SW11 3AG

LOWEST COST IC SOCKETS. Use Solder-conv IC socket pins for 8 to 40 pin DIL's, 50p for strip of 100 pins, £1.50 for 3 x 100, £4 for 1,000, 10p P. & P. for orders under £2.

Add 8% VAT. Instructions supplied — send S.A.E. for sample.

SINTEL, 53d Aston Street, Oxford. Tel: 0865 43203.

BUILD THE MULLARD C.C.T.V. CAMERA

Kits are now available with comprehensive construction manual (also available separately at 80p).

Send 5" x 7" S.A.E. for details to:
CROFTON ELECTRONICS
124 Colne Road, Twickenham, Middlesex TW2 6JS.

EDUCATIONAL

CITY & Guilds Exams

Study for success with ICS. An ICS home study course will ensure that you pass your C. & G. exams. Special courses for: Telecoms, Technicians, Electrical Installations, Radio, TV and Electronics Technicians, Radio Amateurs.

Full details from:
ICS SCHOOL OF ELECTRONICS
Dept. 330, Intertext House, London, SW8 4JL.
Tel: 01-622 9911 (all hours).

TECHNICAL TRAINING

Get the training you need to move up into a higher paid job. Take the first step now — write or phone ICS for details of ICS specialist home study courses on Radio, TV, Audio Eng. and Servicing, Electronics, Computers; also self/build kits.

Full details from:
ICS SCHOOL OF ELECTRONICS
Dept. 331, Intertext House, London, SW8 4JL.
Tel: 01-622 9911 (all hours).

REBUILD TUBES!

YOU'RE SAFE WHEN YOU BUY FROM RE-VIEW!

HERE IS WHAT YOU PAY:

MONO
9" 11" 13"
14" 16"
19"
21"
23"
£6.50 £5.50 £5.50 £7.50
RIMBAND & TWIN PANEL
19" 20" 23" 24"
£6.50 £8.50 £9.50 £10.50
Carriage £1.00
COLOUR
19" 22" 25" 26"
£26.00 £29.00 £32.00 £35.00
Exchange Basis
Guarantee 1 year
Cash or cheque with order, or cash on delivery
Add V.A.T. to all orders

RE-VIEW ELECTRONIC TUBES
237 LONDON ROAD,
WEST CROYDON, SURREY
Tel: 01-689 7735

IF YOU HAVE DIFFICULTY IN OBTAINING

TELEVISION

PLEASE PLACE A REGULAR ORDER WITH YOUR NEWSAGENT
AND SEND 1 YEAR'S SUBSCRIPTION (£5.80) TO:

SUBSCRIPTION DEPARTMENT,
TELEVISION,
TOWER HOUSE, SOUTHAMPTON STREET,
LONDON, WC2E 7QX.
Registration London 56262.
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Add 8% VAT. Instructions supplied — send S.A.E. for sample.
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Kits are now available with comprehensive construction manual (also available separately at 80p).

Send 5" x 7" S.A.E. for details to:
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Study for success with ICS. An ICS home study course will ensure that you pass your C. & G. exams. Special courses for: Telecoms, Technicians, Electrical Installations, Radio, TV and Electronics Technicians, Radio Amateurs.

Full details from:
ICS SCHOOL OF ELECTRONICS
Dept. 330, Intertext House, London, SW8 4JL.
Tel: 01-622 9911 (all hours).

TECHNICAL TRAINING

Get the training you need to move up into a higher paid job. Take the first step now — write or phone ICS for details of ICS specialist home study courses on Radio, TV, Audio Eng. and Servicing, Electronics, Computers; also self/build kits.

Full details from:
ICS SCHOOL OF ELECTRONICS
Dept. 331, Intertext House, London, SW8 4JL.
Tel: 01-622 9911 (all hours).

REBUILD TUBES!

YOU'RE SAFE WHEN YOU BUY FROM RE-VIEW!

HERE IS WHAT YOU PAY:

MONO
9" 11" 13"
14" 16"
19"
21"
23"
£6.50 £5.50 £5.50 £7.50
RIMBAND & TWIN PANEL
19" 20" 23" 24"
£6.50 £8.50 £9.50 £10.50
Carriage £1.00
COLOUR
19" 22" 25" 26"
£26.00 £29.00 £32.00 £35.00
Exchange Basis
Guarantee 1 year
Cash or cheque with order, or cash on delivery
Add V.A.T. to all orders

RE-VIEW ELECTRONIC TUBES
237 LONDON ROAD,
WEST CROYDON, SURREY
Tel: 01-689 7735

IF YOU HAVE DIFFICULTY IN OBTAINING

TELEVISION

PLEASE PLACE A REGULAR ORDER WITH YOUR NEWSAGENT
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SOUTHERN VALVE COMPANY
P.O. Box 144, BARNET, Herts.
Telephone: 01-440 8641. Mail order only. Most leading makes.
ALL NEW & BOXED VALVES (£2.00 sea journeys extra)

Perfect with fractional marks from £42.00 upwards.

We deliver worldwide.

WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS

We return of post service.

Items in stock at time of going to press but subject to possible market fluctuations if unavailable.

Colour TV's

Bush 25" tube

Always in stock.

Many other makes.

Working sets from £45.

Plenty of non-workers.

Large variety of B/W TV's in stock, working and non-working at competitive prices. Untested sets from £50 to callers.

Trade welcome, open all week except Wednesday p.m. and 50p to callers.

New A441 road from City centre.

PHILIP H. BEARMAN
6 POTTERS ROAD, NEW BARNET, HERTS.

We offer one of the finest range of new or rebuilt tubes in the country; tubes tested before dispatch and usually ex stock and despatched daily securely packed. Deliveries arranged World Wide, prices on application.

Please mention TELEVISION when replying to advertisements.

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP

NEW TUBES AT CUT PRICES

A28-14W Equivalent ..... £17.00
A47-11W/A47-18W ..... £11.00
A47-26W ..... £13.50

AW47-91/CME1903 ..... £9.50
AW59-91/CME2303 ..... £12.50
CME1201/A31-18W ..... £13.50
CME1202/A31-18W ..... £13.50
CME1220/A31-120W ..... £14.95
CME1420/A34-100W ..... £13.50

CME1520/A38-160W ..... £16.50
CME1601/A40-11W ..... £12.50
CME1602/A40-12W ..... £13.50
CME1713/A44-120W ..... £17.50
CME1906/A47-13W ..... £12.50
CME1905/CME1907 ..... £9.50
CME1908/A47-14W ..... £9.50
CME2013/A50-120W ..... £12.50
CME2306/A59-13/W ..... £13.50
CME2308/A59-15/W ..... £12.00
CME2313/A59-23W ..... £14.50
CME2413/A61-120W ..... £16.50

TSD217/TSD282 ..... £7.50

JAPANESE/USA TUBES

190AB4 ..... £14.00
204AB4A ..... £9.50
230DD4/CT468 ..... £15.00
280TB4 ..... £9.95
CT507 ..... £11.00
310DM4 ..... £11.50
310DB4 ..... £11.50
340AB4 ..... £15.50
340BR4 ..... £15.50

*Types marked thus are fully rebuilt.

NEW COLOUR TUBES

A49-191X/120X ..... £45.00
A56-120X ..... £60.00
A63-120X ..... £68.00
A66-120X ..... £75.00

NEW SCRATCHED COLOUR TUBES

20", 22", 26" from £35.

All tubes guaranteed for 12 months.

Carriage/insurance £1 mono, £1.50 colour.

Add 25% VAT to all prices.

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP

46/48 BATTERSEA BRIDGE RD., LONDON, SW11. Tel. 228 6859.

WE GIVE GREEN SHIELD STAMPS

TELEVISION AUGUST 1975
TV LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

ALL MAKES SUPPLIED PROMPTLY by our
RETURN OF POST MAIL ORDER SERVICE

All Lopts at the one price

£5.63 TRADE £6.25 RETAIL (V.A.T. INCLUDED)

Postage and Packing 45p COD 50p

All Lopts NEW and GUARANTEED for SIX MONTHS

E. J. PAPWORTH AND SON Ltd.,
80 MERTON HIGH ST., LONDON, S.W.19

01-540 3955
01-540 3513

TRAIN for SUCCESS

Start training today and make sure you are qualified to take advantage of the many opportunities open to the trained man. ICS can further your technical knowledge and provide the specialist training so essential to success.

ICS, the world's most experienced home study college, has helped thousands of ambitious men to move up into higher paid jobs - they can do the same for you.

Fill in the coupon below and find out how!

There is a wide range of courses to choose from, including:

CITY & GUILDS CERTIFICATES
- Telecommunications Technicians
- Radio TV Electronics Technicians
- Electrical Installations Technicians
- Electrical Installation Work
- Radio Amateurs

MPT Radio Communications Cert.

EXAMINATION STUDENTS - GUARANTEED COACHING UNTIL SUCCESSFUL

COLOUR TV SERVICING

Technicians trained in TV Servicing are in constant demand. Learn all the techniques you need to service Colour and Mono TV sets through new home study course approved by leading manufacturer.

POST THIS COUPON OR TELEPHONE FOR FREE PROSPECTUS

I am interested in .............................................................................................................

Name .......................................................................................................................... Age ..............

Address ...................................................................................................................... Occupation .....................................................

Valve Bargains
Any 5 64p, 10 99p, 25 £4.15, 100 £8.00. Your choice from the following list:

ECC82, ECL80, EB91, EF80, EF183, EF184, PC86, PC187, PC189, PC190, PC194, PCC86.
PCC189, PCC190, PCC192, PCF80, PCF802, PCF805, PCL82, PCL84, PCL85, PCL805, PCL840, PCL700, PCL36, PL504, PY53, PY51, PY1500, PY51, EH190, 30PL1, 30PL2, 30PL14.

Valve Trains £2.90 each.

AERIAL BOOSTERS

We make three types of Aerial Boosters all for set top fitting, with Coax Plugs and Connectors.

B11 - For Stereo and Standard VHF Radio.
B12 - For the older VHF Television, please state BBC1 and ITV Channels.
B45 - For mono or colour, this covers the complete UHF band.

All Boosters are complete with Battery and take only minutes to fit.

Price £3.90 each

All prices include V.A.T. P. & P. under £1 15p, £1 to £3 20p. Above £3 25p.

ELECTRONIC MAIL ORDER LTD.,
62 BRIDGE ST., RAMSBOTTOM, BURY, LANCS.

Rebuilt Colour Tubes

All Sizes available

Full range of rebuilt mono tubes available, Standard, Rimband and Twin Panel.

- Complete new gun fitted to every tube.
- 12 months' guarantee.
- 18 years' experience in tube rebuilding.
- Trade enquiries welcomed.

N.G.T. ELECTRONICS LTD.
20, Southbridge Road, Croydon, Surrey
Telephone: 01-881 7848/9
**T.V. TRANSFORMER SUPPLIES**

SPECIAL SPARES WHOLESALERS TO THE TV SERVICE ENGINEER

3 Green Parade, Whitton Road, Hounslow, Middx. TW3 2EN

Telephone 01-898 4083/0210

---

### SPECIAL OFFER: BT106 Pack of 5 @ 85p each

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Price (£)</th>
<th>Each (p)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TAA 53</td>
<td>2.83</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAA 76</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAA 55</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAA 80</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAA 79</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DIODES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Each (p)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BAA 15</td>
<td>65p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAA 15</td>
<td>65p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAA 114</td>
<td>65p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAA 114</td>
<td>65p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAA 67</td>
<td>65p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAA 67</td>
<td>65p</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**INTEGRATED CIRCUITS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Each (p)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BAA 67</td>
<td>5p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAA 67</td>
<td>5p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAA 67</td>
<td>5p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAA 67</td>
<td>5p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAA 67</td>
<td>5p</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EHT MULTIPLIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Price (£)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BAA 67</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAA 67</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAA 67</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAA 67</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAA 67</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EHT MULTIPLIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Price (£)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BAA 67</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAA 67</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAA 67</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAA 67</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAA 67</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Mains Drovers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Price (£)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BAA 67</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAA 67</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAA 67</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAA 67</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAA 67</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOSHIBA VALVES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Price (£)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TAA 67</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAA 67</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAA 67</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAA 67</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAA 67</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PHILIPS G8**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Price (£)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TAA 67</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAA 67</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAA 67</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAA 67</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAA 67</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GEC 2000**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Price (£)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TAA 67</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAA 67</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAA 67</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAA 67</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAA 67</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GEC 2028**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Price (£)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TAA 67</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAA 67</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAA 67</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAA 67</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAA 67</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BUSH 161 ser**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Price (£)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TAA 67</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAA 67</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAA 67</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAA 67</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAA 67</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**CIRCUITS INTEGRATED**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Price (£)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BAA 67</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAA 67</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAA 67</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAA 67</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAA 67</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**WE HAVE MANY MORE LINES IN STOCK.**

**CAPACITORS, VALVES, EHT TRAYS MONO AND COLOUR. THERMAL CUT-OUTS. SERVICE AIDS. HEAT SINK COMPOUND, AMBERSIL. ELECTROLUBE. SERVISOL PRODUCTS.**

ASK FOR FREE CATALOGUE.

STOCK ITEMS SAME DAY DISPATCH.
LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
(DISCOUNT TO TRADE)
MONO OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
(No Extra for Cabbage)
VAT @ 25%

TOTAL
£6.50ea
1.63
£8.13

SAVE Precious Time! Bush, Murphy, Baird, and various Other Transformers are complete with EHT valveholder

SAVE Precious Life! Our Plastic Encased Overwinds, self extinguishing grade, afford extra safety

PHONE

Tidman Mail Order Ltd., (Dept. NA.)
236 Sandycroft Road,
Richmond, Surrey.
Phone: 01-948 3702

Hamond Components (Midland) Ltd., (Dept. NA.)
80-90 Meriden Street,
Birmingham B5 5LR.
Phone: 021-643 2148

MONDAY 9 am to 12.30 pm
SATURDAY 9 am to 12 noon

All items new and guaranteed.
Good stocks normally available.

Contact your nearest depot for service by return.

Good stocks generally available.
Please phone before calling.